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Foreword to the second issue of peer reviewed scientific
Journal of security and sustainability Issues
The General Jonas Žemaitis Military Academy of Lithuania
I am glad to introduce the second issue of the new international “Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues”. The journal has been started with the purpose to identify and reflect contemporary urgent problems encountered by modern societies in their paths of rather complicated development.
Today’s military conflicts are frequently caused by crises, which stem from issues differing from
those, which prevailed a century or several centuries ago. Today we already have the word divided
geographically by the biggest nations but encounter conflicts of different origin.
Nowadays scarce resources (e.g. energy, water), uneven development of economies, unemployment, retarded economic growth, worsen social security and a lot of other reasons affect human
wellbeing and cause clash of interests, if not military conflicts.
It becomes more and more important to keep in focus processes, which can eventually turn into
“hot points” and cause tension in certain geographical spots. The “Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues” is ultimately supposed to let tracking the latest issues of development, or, sustainable
development, which could condition any kind of insecurity.
Admitting that at current times various facets of development serve as the main determinants
of insecurity, we emphasize that prevention of insecurity requires recognizing its sources. Again,
insecurity may arise because of different reasons. In order to indicate them and predict insecurity
threats, we need to address rather broad variety of questions, e.g.: are we secure energetically; how
to secure our future in terms of having enough food and prevent depletion of natural resources;
how to secure ourselves socially; how to secure future generations not forcing them to move to
other geographical spots for better future. And, finally, in case of encountering actual insecurity,
we need discussed policies, which alternatively could be employed in order to solve issues in the
most efficient way.
The purpose of the journal is to bring together professionals (both civil and military) for the discussion, which, we hope, would finally provide societies with additional insights or philosophical
platforms facilitating further secure and sustainable development of different countries. Let insecurity prediction and prevention stemming from awareness and critical evaluation of the world
development issues lead us towards peaceful and affluent future.

VYTAUTAS UMBRASAS
Vice-Minister of National Defence
of the Republic of Lithuania
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Abstract: The author presents a new European security environment after the “Cold War”, including not only
the challenges and threats to the international security but also the essential conditions and problems of the
European security evolution at the beginning of the 21st century. He shows the dynamic and constant changes
taking place within the international environment and those related to the progress of civilization. Moreover,
he stresses that current policy and security measures are not capable of effective action against having to appear
before the new challenges and threats. Then the problem of unity and identity in the transatlantic relationship
is taken. According to the author, in complicating sphere of the international conditions the role of multilateral
institutions effectiveness in the international cooperation increases. Due to the increasing importance of interdependence and internationalization, European security challenges are European-wide and even transatlantic.
Addressing them requires the preservation of unity that will be possible by strengthening common identity
based on shared values and common interests.
Keywords: Security, European Integration, Risks and Threats, International Organizations, International Cooperation, International Politics, International Relations, International Alliances, Regional Cooperation, European Union, NATO.
Reference to this paper should be made as follows: Stańczyk, J. 2011. European security and sustainability issues
in the context of current international environment, Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues 1(2): 81–90.
JEL Classifications: F01, F02, F51, F52, F55, F59, O19.

1. Introduction
It is a difficult task to make a long-term assessment
of the perspectives of international security due to
its own dynamics and the fact that both present
and future conditions will rapidly lose their validity under the ongoing revolutionary changes in the
international relations and civilisation progress. In
this sense, the current policies and security measures cannot guarantee effective counteraction against
potential challenges and threats. Now we know that
their character is diversified and non-military to a
high degree. Therefore, the relevant responses require
corresponding non-military measures. Moreover,
the boundary between external and internal threats
ISSN 2029-7017 print/ISSN 2029-7025 online

and challenges to security seems to get increasingly
blurred, which necessitates, among other things, a
closer cooperation between political and military institutions or even the assignment of some of their
functions to a joint competence of national internal
security services. Under these increasingly complex
circumstances, the significance of multilateral institutions for international cooperation grows. Due to
the deepened interdependences and internationalization, the challenges to European security become a
pan-European and trans-Atlantic issue. If we are to
face them successfully, we have to preserve our unity,
which is feasible only by strengthening our common
identity based on shared values and interests.
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2. The New Environment of European Security
Any attempt to outline the perspectives of European
security is bound to assume as the starting point an
indication of the fundamental challenges and threats,
whose perception in fact determines the actions undertaken in the area of security. The post-Cold War
concept of security provides for the following basic
dimensions: military, political, economic, ecological,
and socio-cultural (Buzan 1991). It is perhaps characteristic of our times that even this versatile taxonomy evades a comprehensive classification of all the
challenges and threats to security (Stańczyk 1999,
Stańczyk 2005). This is due to the fact that today’s
multiple challenges and threats to security pertain
to both domestic and external state affairs. Moreover, since the end of the Cold War there has been
an essential growth in transnational and trans-border
threats posed in an increasing number of cases by the
non-state actors (Baylis and Smith 2001, Stańczyk
2001). Europe’s openness towards an extended international cooperation between multiple actors and
building ever-closer ties in joint networks of action
yield not only expected benefits but also dependencies of such sensitive matters as transport, raw materials, and energy resources.
The threat of the military conflict in Europe has been
replaced by the following major challenges to security (A Secure Europe in a Better World, 2004, Everts
2004):
1) International terrorism,
2) Proliferation of weapons of mass destruction,
3) Resource and energy shortage and blackmail,
4) Regional and local conflicts,
5) National domestic destabilizations and collapse of
states,
6) Growth of organized crime,
7) Rise in xenophobia and social unrest over national,
religious, and cultural differences.
The above-listed challenges do not exhaust the catalogue of all the potential threats by any means. The
underlying feature that they share, however, is their
overlapping political, military, economic, and cultural character. They are multidimensional and, in most
cases, even non-military (i.e. according to the classic
definition of an armed conflict), being strongly interrelated with political, social, and economic stabilization and thus today’s international stability. Therefore, relevant responses to these modern challenges
belong to the domain of soft security and moreover
82

require international rather than national countermeasures (Żukrowska and Grącik 2006).
International terrorism has become a strategic threat
to European security especially due to its global reach.
Combined with religious extremism and clashes over
the developmental differences between states in the
era of globalization, it constitutes a threat that requires a multilateral yet integrated action in many
areas supported by the European and trans-Atlantic
institutions.
The threat of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (since the end of the Cold War) is on a rising trend when accompanied by the growth in international terrorism. Due to the instabilities in many
regions of the world (including Europe’s neighbour
the Middle East), the proliferation threat now appears to assume the form of a new “arms race”.
Europe’s dependence on external energy supplies
(from the Persian Gulf, Russia, and North Africa) in
the context of potential global instability may pose
a substantial threat to its economic and political security. Today Europe is the largest global importer
of crude oil and natural gas (already half of its daily
energy intake is sourced from imports, whose figures
systematically rise) (Koziej 2006). Raw material and
energy resource shortages affect not only the area of
economic security but also provide fertile ground for
political blackmail.
Regional and local conflicts continue to affect European security directly or indirectly in terms of instability due to spreading armed struggles, unrest at
the borders, mass migrations, violations of human
rights and freedoms, growth in xenophobia and extremisms, organized crime, illegal trade in weapons,
proliferation of mass destruction weapons and terrorism. That results in the internal destabilization of
states and threat to international security (Stańczyk
2004b, Stańczyk 2010).
International instability is frequently conditioned by
domestic instabilities, which sometimes result in a
collapse of states. Such situations usually emerge in
the context of weakened state institutions or their
dysfunctions due to corruption, disturbed rule of
law, growth in crime, national minority conflicts,
and internal antagonisms. This leads, in turn, to regional instability combined with growth in organized crime and terrorism.
The alarming data on growth of organized crime
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alone can threaten security in Europe. This threat
to security springs from the trans-border character
of the phenomenon, spread of organized crime over
whole regions from the spots characterised by a nonexistent rule of law and from what can be described
as an import of crime to Europe from the non-European countries (trafficking in narcotic drugs, people,
weapons, and illegal transfer of immigrants). Thus a
comprehensive analysis shows a specific overlapping
of internal and external effects of crime, its connections with terrorism, undermined state structures,
and social or even international conflicts.
Growth in xenophobia and social unrest over the
matters of nationality, religion, and culture constitute
another challenge to European security, quite different from the military threats of the Cold War era yet
still capable of inciting international disturbances, including armed conflicts. This observation also holds
true for the closest neighbours of Europe, namely the
countries of the South Caucasus region and the Middle East, which are the potential sources of threats
due to the above-listed non-military challenges.
The European Security Strategy adopted in 2003
stresses the importance of countermeasures to prevent
the threats (European Security Strategy, 2003, Everts
2004, Biscop 2004). Preventive action is definitely
not a novel solution to combat terrorism, proliferation of weapons or regional conflicts. What is new,
however, is the effect of globalization on the perception of challenges and threats to European security,
which stimulates the analysis and counteraction of
dangers originating from the closest neighbourhood,
for instance, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction in the Middle East or nuclear threats from
North Korea (Simpson 2003).
An essential component of today’s strategic thinking about security is the focus on non-military factors and early prevention to counter crisis (Crocker,
Hampson and Aall 2001). Under this approach, the
challenges related to the destabilization of state systems collapse of states, growth in organized crime or
in xenophobia and social unrest over national, religious, and cultural clashes have become as important
as the armed conflicts. At the same time, all these
problems may lead to military struggles.
It is also characteristic of today’s world that potential
conflict sources are controlled with non-military and
diversified methods, including political, economic,
and legal measures, police and intelligence operations,

crisis management means, etc. Such control doubtlessly requires integrated joint action coordinated by
the international institutions (Buzan 2000).
The analysis of the European security perspectives
should therefore include due consideration of the
needs of the European community in the context of
the above-outlined challenges and threats. There is no
doubt that strengthening democracy in the European
countries and in the neighbourhood is one of the needs
(Russett 1993). It is the democratic system that facilitates collective effort to contribute to a higher level of
security, including countering potential crises.
Another need is intercultural dialogue, including
the Muslim civilization. In this context due attention should be paid to the significance of Turkey in
NATO structures or operations undertaken by the
European institutions in such trouble spots as Bosnia
and Herzegovina or Kosovo. The involvement of the
European institutions in conflict-solving endeavours
in the Middle East or Afghanistan is also of the utmost importance (The EU’s Mediterranean and Middle East Policy).
Apart from those, there is the issue of a reinforced
unity over Europe’s own values. Therefore, it is essential to preserve the trans-Atlantic ties between Europe and North America under the North Atlantic
Treaty. This unity and identity constitute the binding
factor of a strengthened security in Europe, which is
necessary if it is to retain its freedoms and diversified
character (Stańczyk 2008).
The analysis of the European security perspectives
should also cover the significance and transformations of the European institutions with the key role of
the trans-Atlantic political and defence organization,
i.e. NATO and the integrative European Union.
NATO used to be treated as the organization responsible
for international security in both military and political
dimensions. However, the transformations that took
place during the extensive process, which put the end
to the Cold War era, have modified the perception of
NATO role in contemporary circumstances (Stańczyk
2004a). The bipolar world disappeared together with
its clear-cut opposition between the military blocs and
a precise definition of the enemy. Is it really so? Or perhaps bipolarity still exists in different dimensions? It
may be that today the enemy is not a state or a group
of states but rather everything which threatens democracy, human rights, and partner relations between in83
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ternational actors. If so, the role of NATO is bound to
change as well. It seems that NATO raison d’état in the
future will be its responsibility to promote the EuroAtlantic values on the global scene; the values that have
always been the pillars of this community. These values
include democracy, respect for human dignity, tolerance towards diversity, i.e. the core values of pluralism
and liberalism. Solidarity, as required in the international relations, appears to be the final component to
complete this list.
It should be noted that NATO has been subject to
transformations virtually since its establishment. The
subsequent strategies of the Organization or the five
enlargements of its member panel give the best testimony here. Since the end of the Cold War NATO
has been transformed from a strictly defensive organization into a political and military alliance (with the
emphasis on the development of political functions);
while currently it is assuming the shape of a regional
system of collective security rather than an alliance
of collective defence (Kupchan 1991). Moreover,
the geostrategic context of NATO activities is also
changing much more quickly now than in the Cold
War era as evidenced particularly by its growing global character (Lindley-French, 2005).
Reformulated rules of the policy for accepting new
members may in fact determine the future of NATO.
The issue of future relations with Ukraine or Georgia as the latter still declares a desire to join NATO.
These countries apparently need a stimulus and support in their reformative endeavours. It could help
if NATO was able to offer these countries separate
programmes tailored to their domestic situations and
declared expectations.
For the sake of the ongoing extension of the security zone, the Alliance should undertake actions for
rapprochement with other would-be NATO members. This is especially true for Albania, Croatia,
Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, and Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Successful reforms in these countries
would essentially contribute to an enhanced stability
in the region. It is also necessary for NATO to find
a relevant resolution to the post-Yugoslavian states,
including the role of NATO in the Balkans.
Moreover, NATO still faces a wearisome task of reconsidering the relations with both Russia and the
European Union. Definitely, these relations cannot
be structured along a new line of division into the
West and East, which would be nothing more than
84

a Cold War clash. New Europe, free from the Yalta
burden, and new NATO, free from the Iron Curtain,
are bound to determine their identities in terms of the
actual status of relations with Russia (Serfaty 2006).
However, the analysis of the EU perspectives in the
context of anticipated transformations in the area of
European security should cover both strictly understood defence initiatives and capabilities of the EU and
the political and economic stabilization it can provide
the continent, including the promotion of relevant social attitudes and awareness, which indirectly strengthen security. If the former aspect relates mainly to the
deepened institutional reform, the latter depends on
the expansion of the EU territorial range. In this sense,
the enlargements should be deemed an investment in
European stability as they contributed to a revitalization of the EU even if it was mainly the new members
that gained the greatest benefits while the old ones
became sometimes tired of the enlargement processes
(Bradley, Petrakos and Traistaru, 2004).
In 2006 Russia reduced its gas supplies to the Western Europe twice. It pointed to the insufficiencies
in the European energy security and the need for
a diversification of raw resource and energy supply
sources. In terms of current question, challenges still
remain the problem of gaps in Europe’s energy security, which implies the urgent need for diversification
in the supply of raw material and energy (Green Paper – Towards a European Strategy for the Security of
Energy Supply, 2004; Study on Energy Supply Security
and Geopolitics, 2004).
These are not the only security shortages of the European Union. It should be remembered that the EU is
neither a classical political and military alliance nor
a state, although the political integration processes
are often described as a straightforward simulation of
state structures and institutions (including the common foreign, security, and defence policies). According to Jan Zielonka, “the EU is becoming something
like a neo-Medieval empire with a polycentric system
of government, divided sovereignty, vague borders,
multiple overlapping jurisdictions and outstanding
cultural and economic diversity” (Zielonka 2006). Additionally, the European Union seems to have stopped
at crossroads due to the enlargement eastwards or the
rejection of the draft Constitutional Treaty and now
the deepening crisis of the euro area. Without having
a defined government centre led by a multi-level management system (with overlapping competencies of
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various national and supranational institutions), vexed
by the divergent positions of the Member States and
constant modifications of its external borders, the EU
is exposed to a lack of unity and identity (De Burca
2005). It may be true that the power of Europe lies
in its diversified unity yet this insufficient homogeneity sometimes poses significant problems. It must also
be acknowledged that the enlargements, despite their
unquestionable political and symbolic value, have
transformed the EU in a way that necessitates a more
precise definition of its identity.
In this context, the efforts to agree on a common
foreign and security policy, defence policy or the establishment of joint military units as a surrogate for
the European army are not actually equivalent to the
capacity to guarantee security. Of course it would be
unreasonable to deny such facts as the Common Foreign and Security Policy (1992), European Security
and Defence Policy, EU High Representative for the
Common Foreign and Security Policy (1999), EU
Military Committee and EU Military Staff, or the
initial police and military operations of the EU in
the Balkans and in Congo (2004) (Missiroli 2004).
However, Europe still lacks a strong decision-making
centre for foreign and security policy matters, while
the enlargements make things more complex (although noticeable reforms are already arising from
signing (in 2007) and implementation (since 1 December 2009) of the Lisbon Treaty). New Member
States always have different priorities in this area,
particularly towards the key partners of the European
Union, i.e. the USA and Russia (Grabbe 2004). As a
consequence, European foreign policy is maintained
by other international institutions, such as NATO,
the OSCE or the UN together with more or less formal ad hoc coalitions (Towards Complementarity of
European Security Institutions 2005).
As anticipated, the upcoming enlargements of the
European Union will be conditioned mainly by the
geopolitical reasons and undertaken with a strategic
view to ensuring stabilization and security initially
under the convergence processes enforced on the
candidate states.

3. The Problem of Unity and Identity in TransAtlantic Relations
In spite of their geographical remoteness, Europe and
America face common challenges and threats. This, of
course, requires that they assume shared positions and

undertake joint actions. Therefore, European security
is always to be considered in the trans-Atlantic context (Gryz 2004, Kagan 2003). Euro-Atlantic security is conditioned by the political situation between
the European countries, relations between NATO
and the EU, bilateral relations between the European countries and the USA, and the situation within
NATO itself.
Even if the significance of the threats of armed aggression in security definitions has diminished since the
end of the Cold War, the issues of hard military power
will always constitute a part of security strategies. This
point is taken seriously by both international institutions and nation states. In the context of trans-Atlantic
relations and allied connections between Europe and
America, the European defence capabilities fall short of
expectations for guaranteeing European security. The
newly united Europe may have become an economic
power with increasing political influence, yet there are
no signs that it stands in a position to turn into the
European military power capable of competing with
the USA on equal terms. The defence spending of the
EU Member States reaches 40% of the US defence
budget. The European expedition potential now accounts for only 10% of that of America (Lellouche).
The future of trans-Atlantic relations will depend
on Europe and America’s ability to act jointly and
counter constantly changing threats in solidarity
(Stańczyk 2011). Power in unity as the adage says.
However, before Europe and America can agree on
a unified approach, first of all unity must become
the practice among the European countries. The Old
Continent still struggles over the issue of continued
integration, which emerged after the referendum
votes against the Constitutional Treaty (Summary of
the Agreement on the Constitutional Treaty; Krzysztofowicz et al. 2005).
Moreover, the European countries remain undecided
upon their positions since the end of the Cold War.
Some of them reach out across the Atlantic to support cooperation with the USA and ensure European
security based on NATO structures. There is a growing concern, however, about the potential situation
where a Member State of the European Union, which
is not a NATO member, becomes the victim of military aggression. A group of European countries opposes the power and global domination of the USA
and makes it clear that their aim is to strengthen the
position of Europe (Zaborowski 2006, Serfaty 2005,
85
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Walt 2005, Stańczyk 2002).
Between the extremes, there is a group of countries
for which neutrality is the best solution. This, however, is a luxury only a minority can afford. In this
situation, Europe, even unified by the EU structures,
cannot be approached as a self-contained international actor. A sceptical conclusion from experiences
to date is that such unity is a very long-term perspective for Europe. On the other hand, a rather perverse
question may be posed whether this unity is necessary to ensure trans-European security.
Since the end of World War II, Europe has successfully avoided armed conflicts for over 60 years excluding the ones in former Yugoslavia. This way of
thinking, however, may be dangerously deluded. Europe may have learned the lesson about preventing
wars between two or more states yet today such wars
are not a major challenge to security. The terrorist attacks in Madrid (2004) and London (2005) testified
that Europe is bound to face a new danger, namely
terrorism and proliferation of weapons. Another essential challenge is to neutralize the clashes between
the Western and Muslim civilizations and to ensure
energy security for Europe. The catalogue of threats
and challenges is a never-ending story adding, for example, the need to ensure energy security. New threats
require novel measures to counter them. Diplomacy,
a verified instrument in preventing armed conflicts,
is of no use in the fight against terrorism, since the
enemy is particularly unwilling to negotiate and apart
from other things there can be no negotiations with
those who declare contempt for their own lives and
those of others. Nuclear deterrence, successful in the
Cold War era, appears equally useless today.
However, note that trans-Atlantic community is not
the whole contemporary world. There are societies in
the neighbourhood of Europe and in the Middle East
which follow other hierarchies of values. Therefore,
it is essential for Europe to manage successfully its
relations with the Muslim world. We cannot afford
waiting passively to see whether the Arab states will
be governed by the extremists whose interpretations
of Islam are oriented towards a confrontation with
the West or those Muslims, who will aim to introduce the Islamic world into the modern era. The two
civilizations do not only neighbour each other, they
are interwoven. There is a substantial Arab diaspora
in Europe (Savage 2004). On this background there
is particularly important initiatives in support of the
86

implemented (in 2004) European Neighbourhood
Policy and the intensification of activities especially
for the most sensitive areas, such as the southern (the
Union for the Mediterranean established in 2008) and
eastern (Eastern Partnership Program since 2009).
These challenges, very visible today, will acquire even
greater significance in the perspective of the changes
in the global governance structure anticipated in the
coming decades. The post-Cold War period we have
been living in since the breakdown of the bipolar
system is due to end in 20-30 years, while the new
global order will feature a relatively weakened position of today’s West as a consequence of the rise of
Asian powers (Gnesotto and Grevi 2006; Mapping
the Global Future 2004). This will increase cooperation between the European Union and the USA.
The analysis of the feasible scenarios of the relations
between the European Union and the USA should
take account of both the divergence of their interests (which de facto may provide for the EU position to counterbalance the global hegemony of the
USA) and ever closer partnership over their common
interests arising from their shared values. As a consequence a selective partnership model appears to be
a likely solution sometimes referred to as “a la carte
alliance” (Kessler 2005). It would allow the partners
to retain independence and enhance cooperation
over the shared goals. The above-outlined model of
trans-Atlantic cooperation may play the essential role
in solving future problems of international security,
including global scale especially if the necessary deep
reform of the United Nations will not succeed in the
coming years. Even today the need for cooperation
between the EU and the USA is hailed in the matters
of the Middle East, Central Asia, India, and Pakistan
(Drozdiak 2005). A global joint action of the USA
and the EU in the area of security is welcomed not
only because of current political interests. Cooperation strengthening will also arise from the growing attention to economic security in the conditions where
both American and European economies depend on
external sources of raw resource and energy supplies
and have to protect their own outlet markets.
NATO, as the trans-Atlantic institution competent
in security matters, should play special role in solving
trans-Atlantic problems of security and maintaining
trans-Atlantic cooperation. Today security is mostly
a non-military phenomenon because the threats are
non-military. The most immediate challenges include
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not only international terrorism but also energy security, which should be moved up to NATO agenda
(Shea, 2006).
Although multiple arguments for the strengthened
trans-Atlantic partnership were put forward, it remains a fact that the agreement between America and
Europe is a vexing issue. It results not only due to the
differences in the military potential (economic ones
are rather balanced), political interests or simply lifestyles. Both partners have assumed different models
for their foreign and security policies. The essential
reason for this is the geopolitical character of Europe
manifested in its diversity/complexity as opposed
to the federal system in the United States (Kostecki
1996). Europe is very concerned over the principle
of sovereignty due to its diversification; priority is
given to the legal and institutional solutions. While
respecting most of the legal and institutional conditions, the USA displays a higher degree of autonomy
in its actions giving priority to its own sovereignty
over other states’ independence (which does not
hinder it in calling upon multilateral institutions if
needed) (Layne 2006). As a consequence, European
diplomacy is based rather on consultations and multilateral initiatives, while the balance of powers is the
main principle of its security policy, which stands in
clear opposition to the USA, which prefers actions,
supported by alliances and selected allies. It is also
the European practice to perceive sensitive issues in
all their complex dimensions and to search for preventive solutions (Welsh). Therefore, non-military
activities using mainly political and economic measures are decisive in Europe unlike in the USA, where
even foreign policy tends to be dominated by security
matters in the traditional sense resolved frequently
by the use of troops. In general, Europe’s most serious concern is failed states, while that of the USA is
rogue states (Zielonka 2006).
In the debate on the guarantees of trans-Atlantic
security, voices are heard increasingly frequently regarding the need for the frequent reform and redefining NATO and the EU roles (Bartolini 2005).
Such transformations would be these organizations’
response to the changing threats and challenges. One
of the ideas for trans-Atlantic cooperation in security matters is a deepened institutionalization, for instance, via the establishment of NATO-EU Council
or even the introduction of the EU Representative to
NATO. For the time being, these are rather far-reach-

ing proposals brought up for free discussions only,
yet they should be included in the comprehensive
analysis. One could imagine the EU Representative
introduced into NATO as a consultant for political
decisions but any role in the decision-making process
is very hard to contemplate as long as the European
Union does not assume the state structure. On the
other hand, the establishment of the political Council, especially for the purposes of decision-making,
although of course capable of contributing to NATO
effectiveness in Europe (possibly mainly due to the
enhanced political influence), could result in overlapping competences with the OSCE or even the UN.
As the final evaluation of the essential conditions and
problems of the evolution of European security at the
beginning of the 21st century, we should point to its
dynamics due to the ongoing changes in the international alignment of forces, emergence of novel challenges and threats to security and the effect of such new
phenomena and processes in international relations as
globalization and modernization. All these necessitate
institutional reform, stepped-up international cooperation and support for weaker international actors, if
they choose to undertake the political and economic
system reform. The fight against terrorism, today’s
embodiment of the armed aggressor, cannot exhaust
the whole scale of challenges to modern security.
These include also the dangers arising from violations
of international cooperation rules, infringements of
commonly accepted legal standards and liabilities,
growing number of national minority conflicts and
xenophobic attitudes, conflicts of interests between
states, weakening of legitimate and lawful state structures, increase in organized crime, loss of control over
arsenals of weapons or blockage of energy supplies.
The potential effects may include domestic national
destabilizations and international unrest.

4. Conclusions
In this context it must be noted that there are witness
of growing importance of social and cultural security,
which constitutes the framework for inter-ethnic and
national minority-majority relations and the protection of national, cultural, and religious identities, i.e.
the issues that may lead to the emergence of local
conflicts and uncontrolled waves of migration (not
only resulting in temporary social problems or an increase in organized crime but also changing the longterm relations between nations). In the context of
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social and cultural security, attention should also be
paid to the rise in nationalist ideas, which sometimes
bring about a re-nationalization of security policies.
The above-mentioned examples do not constitute
the whole list of challenges to European security. The
majority of problems discussed belong to the area of
political and military security. However, besides the
above-mentioned economic or social and cultural
challenges, there are also the issues of ecological security (which encompasses both destabilization of the
eco-system through human activity and natural disasters), social security (provision of food and health
care systems) or information security. Therefore, the
analysis of European security matters should cover a
comprehensive spectrum of the emerging issues and
integrated counteraction based on stepped-up international cooperation.
In addition, the European security environment involves strictly European, trans-Atlantic and transEuropean matters, meaning the competencies, scope
of activity and responsibilities of such multilateral
institutions as the European Union, North Atlantic
Treaty Organization and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe. For the sake of European security, it is essential to provide for the continued efficiency of the current multilateral system
supported by respect for the UN Charter and the
strengthened position of the United Nations in its
security-related competencies after the long-expected
reform. Reforms are also needed within the EU and
NATO structures as evidenced by the discussions
on their reconsidered strategies. In a way both these
organizations are at crossroads in terms of their still
unsettled partnership status. It is important that the
reforms undertaken do not deprive these institutions
of their core competencies, i.e. the military functions
of NATO as a military alliance and the integrative
functions of the European Union, which will be lost
if the EU is burdened with tasks it is unable to cope
with. They both are specialized in their activities and
it is precisely their diversity and complementarity that
should constitute the basis for trans-Atlantic ties.
One needs, perhaps, to explain the absence of the
OSCE in the considerations regarding the perspectives of European security. The grand principles that
the Helsinki process introduced in international relations cannot be simply overlooked. These principles
are discernible in the activities of the European Union
as the basis for preventive diplomacy and peaceful set88

tlement of disputes. However, the principle of equality brought to the European policies under the Helsinki Process seems to be gradually disappearing from
the European institutions. Perhaps it is precisely in the
context of current controversies over the institutional
development of the European Union that the OSCE
heritage should be taken into account as manifested
in the principles of openness (including transparency)
and equality (giving the right of a “veto” vote to all and
not only to the selected members) (Ascherson 2006).
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Abstract. The internationalization practice of the financial institutions has been intensively studied since the 1960s. Due to
the increase in international capital flows, foreign direct investments and international trade at that time active development
of international or cross-border banking began. At the moment the world is undergoing a very complex process with a high
uncertainty in the global banking and financial markets. This article focuses on the banking sector development and some
aspects of management of commercial banks in Lithuania and other two Baltic countries. The main subject of the paper is
to comparatively analyze the inwards and outwards development in the international banking. The main stress is oriented to
aggregated credit enlargements in the Baltic States during the period of the first decade in the 21st century. Commercial banks
during the last global economic crisis have been looking for a possible optimization of activities and consequent changes in
their networks could be an option for its development assessment. However, the priority could be to identify the cross-border
international credit expansion in the Baltic countries. On the other hand, these activities are relied to the countries’ macroeconomic indicators and mainly to the accumulated money supply. There is a scientific self-determination described in this
paper in line with the analysis identifying the particular Baltic countries in the dynamics of accumulated deposits and credits
of international banks. Subsequently it increased the growth of money supply. Nowadays banks are required to make sensible
strategic decisions in order to keep sustainable banking businesses in the future. However, influences of the financial institutions to the global economical recession affect international banks creating negative feedback to their previous problems.
Keywords: International Banking, Central Banks, Baltic States, Sustainable Credit Expansion, Money Supply.
Reference to this paper should be made as follows: Dubauskas, G. 2011. International Banks in the Baltic states: aspects of
growth sustainability, Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues 1(2): 91–101.
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1. Introduction
In the post-communist transitional countries, international banks have been operating only since the
beginning of the 1990s, after a significant liberalization of the financial market and elimination of entry
barriers. Growing foreign ownership in the banking
sector raises several interesting questions about the
role of foreign banks in transitional economies. There
is an extensive literature analysing the impact of foreign banks on the stability of less developed banking
markets (Dages et al. 2000, Buch et al. 2003). The
studies about the effects of foreign banks in the Baltic
transitional region have been mainly descriptive.
Currently complicated processes with high uncertainty in the global banking and financial markets are
ISSN 2029-7017 print/ISSN 2029-7025 online

generally discussed in nowadays economic literature.
The wave of this financial distress reached Lithuania
and its Baltic neighbours as well. Moreover, the situation in financial markets of small open economy
should be seen as one of the country’s economic security and even national security factors. To that extent, the threat is real when commercial banks have
liquidity problems or central banks open discussions
about the monetary policy change and currency devaluation.
Generally a profit-seeking institution and a commercial bank, is always looking for a solution how
to increase its profits and thus assumes a certain level
of risk. Sustainable macro-economic point of view
of such activities often does not assess risk in any of
the money supply increase and in a disproportionate
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impact for emerging markets. This can be achieved
based on the principle of financial management - the
risk must be compensated for the additional profitability. The more return per unit of risk, the more
credit is efficient. In general, the risk is transferred
to all the country’s economic growth sustainable
threats.
The onset of the global financial crisis often addresses
the problems associated with the international banking infrastructure and its impact on the national
macro-economic processes. Now, recognizing that
real estate prices for a sharp growth, as the price index rising, high value commercial banks have created
money supply growth, which was virtually out of
control the central banks in Lithuania and Latvia in
particular cases.
The problem is that internationalization of banks had
several meanings in different periods. Foreign direct
investment in credit institution is not only financial
resources, new technologies, access to markets but also
the greater potential for development, more reliable
risk management and new added value. Moreover, so
far many economies have been dependent on foreign
direct investment flows in the field of commercial
banking. However, besides the positive aspects negative effects occur. Especially when the Baltic countries
do not have really independent central banks, such as
their monetary policy that is restricted by currency
board arrangements (CBA) (it was also the case in Estonia before 2011). Therefore, countries’ dominant
commercial banks take over the central bank role in
regulating money supply and demand. In the absence
of a serious interest in the country’s macroeconomic
stability, the following international banks maximize
their profits and increase supply of money by widely
giving cross-border credit from primary banks funds.
Such a scenario has long been expected, but now it
may be confirmed by realistic figures.
The research object is an internationalization of credit institutions and development of money flows during the economic boom. In addition, the object is to
analyse the empirical data from the Baltic countries
concerning credit expansion that has been based not
only on local monetary resources. Moreover, the last
object is to evaluate the changes in the global crossborder flows of credit in the Baltic States.
Research target: to review foreign banks’ structure
and investment dynamics in the Baltics after the unification with the EU; to outline credit institution’s
92

infrastructure changes related to their expansion
strategies; to overview central banks’ policies in global and local aspects; to assess the international banks
responsibility to the sustainable growth in the new
markets on the basis of deposit and loan ratios.
Research methods are systematic analysis of statistical data and scientific literature and general and
comparative analysis. Moreover, the research methods analyzing more general context can be divided
into three main groups. Quantitative methods focus
mainly on the theories and assumptions of potential
claim, qualitative methods focus on new theories and
application of knowledge, hybrid methods use both
approaches and are partly used in this investigation.
Quantitative methods are based on the present case
when larger amounts of banks’ data are analyzed using statistical methods and mathematical adjustments
(Spitzlinger 2006). Thus, a mixed mode between the
two extreme cases of choice is mainly applied in this
paper. A comparative analysis between the three Baltic countries is also used.

2. Contemporary Situation in the Banking
System
Internationalization of banks had several meanings in
different periods. Some authors ( Edwards 1975) defined multinational banks as the ones operating in the
Euro markets. Other economists ( Aliber 1984) suggested that there are quite a few banks that are truly
international and the majority of international banks
are just domestic banks with branches abroad. Distinction has to be made between the internationalization of a single bank and the whole banking sector
of the country (Uiboupin 2003). Depending on the
research approach, either the internationalization of
a single bank or the internationalization level of the
entire banking sector can be of interest. When there is
a definition such as internationalization of the banking sector, one can distinguish between inward and
outward internationalization. The term inward internationalization is used when either foreign institution
settles in a place, country or region or when activities
in that country or region are mainly expressed in foreign currencies. Outward internationalization can be
defined as the establishment of the banking institutions of a given country in other countries (Pintjens
1994). It is possible to calculate both sides of the internationalization of a given country proceeding from
several criteria.
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• The importance of the credit sector in the economy
of a country could be measured as full amount. This
can be calculated by dividing the balance sheet total of the whole banking or credit sector by the gross
national product of the country. This criterion is not
a true indicator of internationalization, but it indicates the size of the financial sector in relation to the
economy as a whole. If this rate is high, then there are
comparatively few restrictions to banking on the part
of the country. This measure, certainly, has its limitations, especially in small and open economies such as
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. Therefore, it is easier
to produce financial volume than goods and services.
• The volume of banking claims in foreign countries. This symbol determines market share in the
world market. The inadequacy of this measure is that
banking claims in foreign countries are not the only
determinants of the size of international centres. Also
non-intermediation that has been very important in
recent years has developed at the cost of direct credit
granting.
• The share of banking claims in foreign countries
to the percentage of total banking claims. This ratio
states the degree of openness of the banking sector in
a given country.
• Structure of an institution’s balance sheet. Here
the proportion of international gross positions is
taken into account.
• The quantity of foreign banking institutions. A
high number of foreign banks and their branches
reflect the importance and attractiveness of a banking market. In the current publication the number of
banks and their branches is used as a measure of foreign banks’ entry. Moreover, this measure is widely
used in many empirical studies about the internationalization of banks (Hermes, 2003).

internationalization of the financial services sector
(Pintjens 1994). In the first position, banks act as intermediaries for international payments. This is their
traditional function. The second level is attracting
liabilities in foreign currencies. This is the internationalization of the liabilities side of a bank’s balance
sheet leading to credit granting in foreign currencies.
The internationalization of the assets side of a bank’s
balance sheet is the third level. The fourth level is the
provision of certain international financial services,
such as participation in international bond issues and
intermediation of international investments. Moreover, globalization of banking can also be characterized
as the process of expanding banking activity abroad
and replacing domestic banking business content by
international content (Taeho1993). In current paper
the globalization and internationalization of banks is
described as enlargement of banks’ movements into
foreign markets by setting up controlled units in foreign countries. Thus, the cross-border lending is not
considered as a form of internalization but only foreign enlargement of a bank that is realized through
foreign direct investments. Banks can be illustrated
as four dimensional structures. If we refer to the international business activities of banks subsequently
the national boundaries become a critical measure
which defines the country of origin by which a bank
is licensed; the host countries in which the credit institution’s facilities are located; the countries in which
the bank’s clients live; and the national currencies in
which the banking services are denominated. Therefore, the dimensions of a bank are:
• The parent organization Oi, licensed in country i,
can be a bank holding company or a commercial bank.
A bank holding company is a company which controls
at least one bank by its share ownership or its power to
elect a majority of members of the bank board;

• The share of foreign banks’ assets in the total banking market assets. This is a most frequently used measure of banking market internationalization reflecting
the penetration of foreign banks in a country.

• The banking facility Bj, located in country j, produces banking services. If the banking institution
has facilities that produce banking services in two or
more countries, it is a multinational bank.

All the above criteria measure inward internationalization; however, outward internationalization can
be measured additionally. The importance of the
domestic banks in foreign and international financial markets reflects outward internationalization.
One possible criterion of the outward internationalization is the number of foreign outlets of banks
(Uiboupin 2003). There could be four levels of the

• The customers of Ck banking services, residing in
country k, may be classified into government units,
financial institutions, non-banking business firms
and individual households.
• The banking products Pm, denominated in national currency m, can be classified into three categories:
asset-based products, liability-based products, and
fee-based products.
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Consequently international banking contains four
dimensions: {Oi, Bj, Ck, Pm,}. If a minimum one subscript is different from the rest, it is an international
banking service. As a result, it can be said that purely
domestic banking is a special case of international
banking – where all the subscripts are the same (Taeho
1993). However, international banking differs from
domestic banking. Whereas a bank wants to become
international, it has to estimate with international
dimensions. Each dimension makes it more complicated to manage bank efficiently and adds some risks
but in a number of positions is useful as well:
• Structure difference. A multinational bank has a
more complicated structure. It affects personal management, product diversification and accounting
problems. Nevertheless, its multinational structure
may enable the bank to avoid very high-level domestic competition or some regulations, which may restrict domestic activity.
• Environment and marketing issues. Countries
usually differ significantly from each other, including cultural, legal, well-being and other differences.
Therefore, it is complicated for a multinational bank
to apply the best marketing strategy in different
countries.
• Market entry specifics. There are several questions
about how a domestic bank can become multinational, for instance, how a bank can run the internationalization process. This topic is also closely related to
market entry theories as well as merger and acquisition techniques. Even in perfect capital markets there
still exist several regulations for monetary authorities
who make it difficult to enter new banking markets.
Currently the financial and banking markets are
turning global. On the one hand, it is not easy to tell
the difference between the globalization and internationalization of banks. When the internationalization
can be defined as the process of increasing banking
activity abroad and replacing the domestic banking
business content by the international one, then globalization can be seen as the next stage and defined as
the process in which banking becomes worldwide in
terms of geographical coverage and universal in terms
of banking services provision. Geographical coverage
implies that there is no longer a single directional
meaning from home abroad. The universal provision
of banking services presumes the harmonization of
banking rules and the removal of barriers so that all
banks can participate in all markets. Thus, interna94

tionalization can be seen as an early stage of globalization. Yet the source suggests that banking cannot
become entirely global before the globalization of customers’ needs and cultures. Moreover, some authors
(Berger et al. 2003) concluded that banking industry
may never become fully intercontinental. Even if all
regulations are coordinated, there will remain special
products like loans to small and medium sized enterprises and relationship lending that will never be
global. Probably for retail customers the globalization process will take a long time as their demand for
fully standardized service is quite low. So far banks
must treat customers in various countries in a different way. This suggests that the expansion of specific
banking activity abroad has thus far been more internationalization than globalization. Nevertheless,
the globalization of wholesale banking tends to grow
rapidly. Therefore, it could be useful to overview the
ideas explaining reasons for banks’ internationalization. At first, the internationalization of services sector in general could be discussed. Significant insights
into the analyses of the specific aspects of the service
sector internationalization were given in 1990s by
Erramilli (1990, 1993), who classified internationally traded services into two groups: soft services and
hard services, which serve as useful tools in analysing
the pattern of internationalization of services. Hard
services could be exported in the same way as manufactured goods. Soft services require close contact
and physical proximity of producers and consumers
(trade, financial services). Businesses producing soft
services are typically not able to enter foreign markets
by exporting first. The theory of multinational banking was first developed in the 1970s (Grubel 1977).
This theory of international banking is based on the
theory of foreign direct investments in manufacturing. Along with this theory multinational banks have
some comparative advantages. Banks follow their
customers abroad to better serve their domestic clients who have gone out of the country which is called
the gravitational pull effect. The internationalization
of banking grows equivalently with foreign direct investments as banks try to meet multinational companies’ demand for banking services abroad. Such
behaviour of moving abroad is seen as a defensive
strategy that is necessary to assure continued business
with the local primary branches of foreign subsidiaries so that the existing flow of information resulting from the institution-customer relationship will
not be obstructed by a competing bank. Moreover, a
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multinational bank can exploit market imperfections
in the same methods as non-financial corporation.
There are two main positive theories of multinational
banking: the eclectic paradigm versus internationalization theory. The theory of internationalization emphasizes the importance of transaction costs in imperfect markets. Therefore, a market imperfection is
a necessary condition for internationalization. Within the internationalization framework the knowledge
advantage of a firm becomes a public good within
the firm (Williams 1997). The application of internationalization theory to banking presupposes the
defensive approach of banks. The bank-client relationships are unique and market knowledge about
clients can be used at low marginal costs in internal
markets. Therefore, the motivations for multinational banks to expand abroad are market failures, location particular factors and regulatory differences. As
it has been noted, there are some other theories that
could be subsets in internationalization theory (Williams 1997). Comparative advantage theory is the
application of Heckscher-Ohlin theory to international banking. According to the theory, banks with
comparative advantage dominate the world market.
Banks internalize their advantage through activities
of foreign branches and subsidiaries. Moreover, multinational wholesale banking theory focuses on the
activities of multinational banks in the Euro markets.
Multinational banks can offer narrower interest margins spread in the Euro markets due to lower transaction costs in the wholesale markets. Horizontal and
vertical integration are also used to explain the multinational banking. Horizontal integration provides a
possibility for allocation of business-specific knowledge at different markets at lower costs. Vertical integration is considered to be both internationalization and ownership advantage. However, the eclectic
theory fails to explain vertical and horizontal integration (Williams 1997). Lately more attention has
been paid to the network approach to internationalization since it was established that many companies’
international activities are firmly interconnected
(Mattsson 1985). Not least important is a more sociological approach which concentrates on the types of
relationships within the network. Banking between
banks around the world is shifting from a reciprocal
exchange of services to becoming more of a system in
which large money-centre banks wholesale products
and services to regional banks, which in turn retails
them to clients in their markets.

However, the internationalization cannot be carried
out in service sector in the same ways as in industrial
sector. On the other hand, in terms of internationalization options services do not deviate radically from
goods. The potential modes tend to cluster in three
types: (i) exporting, (ii) various contractual models of
internationalization, and (iii) various investment type
modes of internationalization (Hellman 1996). Furthermore, it has been argued that internationalization
may be more risky for a service company than for a
manufacturing company. Thus, the investment method of internationalization is very important for the
banking sector. Outward internationalization follows
the investment mode closely as they both are foreign
branch offices, establishing new subsidiaries, joint
ventures and companies’ mergers. Nowadays the internationalization of banks has been significantly influenced by structural changes in the world trade, the
growth of direct investments into foreign countries,
the development of the European Union and other
international institutions aid programs, etc. Historically the oil crisis of 1973 was one of such macroeconomic factors. Because of the crisis, monetary resources began to accumulate (without the intention
of exploitation) in the oil exporting countries; while
the oil importing countries suffered money shortage
due to the deficit in their current account of the balance of payments. The disproportion between the location and demand of money resources gave a powerful boost to the internationalization of banks, which
began to set up subsidiaries in the oil countries. Consequently an opportunity was given to drain money
from oil producing countries back to the oil importing nations. The recent financial crisis essentially has
similarities in money flows as it was in 1970’s, i.e.,
from global importers to global exporters.
Moreover, the end of the Cold War and the breakdown of the communist system became especially
important factors for the internationalization of
banks. The Western banks hurry to dominate these
emerging markets. Evidently the Baltic States are influenced by this wave as well. The latest wave of internationalization of financial institutions is characterized not only by following their existing consumers.
The “follow-the-client” rule for banking internationalization is only relevant for small banks. Meanwhile
the behaviour of larger banks is influenced by more
complex diversification policies. One of the most
common explanations for a new pattern of expansion is related to the effects of the increase in banking
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competition caused by financial deregulation (Berger
et al. 2000). As margins and fees are tightened in domestic financial markets, banks seek to expand across
border to generate higher returns. Thus, with banks’
net interest margins under downward pressure due
to the intensification of banking competition some
financial institutions seek to diversify geographically
onto markets with a potential to expand in addition
to greater net interest margins.

3. Central Bank Policy Changes
From the macroeconomic opinion, the decade preceding the first signs of the financial crisis in 2007 and its
massive spread in 2008 seemed an extremely favourable period in the modern history of the world economy
(Hrnčir 2009). Constant and comparatively dynamic
economic growth coexisted with low and non-volatile
inflation. The outbreak of the financial crisis brought
that “golden decade” to an end. With the benefit of
hindsight, it is clear, however, that the primary causes
of the crisis were already built into the “golden” period. More specifically, the long-running successful
macroeconomic situation promoted undue satisfaction
with the existing trends and led to underestimation of
the arising imbalances and implied risks. A situation to
bubbles was thus created. This period was simultaneously one of consolidation of changes in the monetary
policy orientation and in the concept of central banking in general. In that respect, deep changes had been
taking place since the late 1970s and early 1980s. The
key feature of those changes was an orientation towards
price stability as the principal goal of monetary policy.
The assurance gained position that price level stability
is the most important way in which central banks and
monetary policy can contribute to economic development and sustainable growth.
In this period, both central bankers and academic
economists seemed to reach a consensus regarding
the concept of modern monetary policy – the goal:
price stability; the instrument: short-term interest
rates. Although short-term interest rates alone have
only a modest impact on economic activity, there is
a standard assumption that their transmission affects
medium- and long-term interest rates, which do have
a substantial impact on the economy. When trying
to achieve price level stability, central banks follow
a specific monetary policy strategy. Up to the 1990s,
the monetary policy strategies applied led to price
stability only indirectly through the use of interme96

diate targets, such as the targeted value of a monetary aggregate or exchange rate. In the last decade,
however, an increasing number of central banks have
switched to achieving price stability directly, i.e. without intermediate targets, under a monetary policy
strategy of inflation targeting. This direct orientation
of monetary policy on its final goal, price stability,
can be considered a culmination of the growing role
that price stability has been playing in the monetary
policy of contemporary central banks.
A comparison of central banking and monetary policy during the recent “golden” decade with the 1960s
and 1970s reveals that the changes that have taken
place are profound indeed. The shift towards price
stability as the dominant goal of monetary policy has
been accompanied by substantial changes in the role,
activities and monetary policy of central banks.
Therefore, in order to ensure financial market stability, an important role is allocated to the supervisory
authorities. This key role is given to the national central bank of the country. The central bank is in charge
of capital markets, monetary policy consistency, public financial control in commercial banks’ activities,
while at the currency board model commercial banks
are often partly taken over by the central bank’s task
(Bennett 1993, Hanke 1992). An uncontrolled and
unsustainable practice of commercial banks’ credit
expansion took place in all the Baltic States in the
period of 2003-2008. The loans to businesses and
residential portfolio grew from 11 billion Litas in
2003 to 66 billion Litas in 2008. Therefore, deposits
grew faster than real gross domestic product (GDP).
Above and beyond it is a very significant disproportion. It was a case of the central bank’s inactivity. On
the other hand, central bank should not affect credit
institutions, especially those carrying out current
requirements. Only if such institution violates the
regulations of the central bank, it may be a subject to
sanctions (Wihlborg 2009, Fleming 1996).
The pressure of the world financial crisis has brought
about considerable changes in the competences of
central banks and in the nature and instruments of
monetary policy. The quantitative reduction policy,
dramatic growth in central banks’ balance sheets
and growth in their credit exposures, including to
the non-banking sector, to previously unimaginable
proportions represents a departure from standard
central banking and monetary policy (Hrnčir 2009).
However, the Baltic States’ central banks have less
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monetary policy instruments because of the currency
boards’ arrangements, but despite it they showed
very little effort to curb skyrocketing money supply
by international banks using cross-border loans.

4. Empirical Evidence from the International
Banks in the Baltics
The internationalization of banking in the Baltic
States using comparative analysis and effort to classify the over-lending problems that arise in commercial credit institutions in the global financial crisis
are the priority subject of this paper. The scientific
problem is to determine how international banking
institutions are managing local deposits then cumulating loans with additional foreign credit that have a
real effect on the domestic money supply. Qualified
aggregate deposits to loans ratio could be a suitable
indicator for evaluation of the credit institutions responsibility. In addition, such an overflow of credits could be an indicator of central bank supervision
activities as well as its main function to control the
stability of domestic prices. Therefore, international
banks are working like central banks concerning the
money supply activities. On the other hand, real central banks have practically only one monetary policy
instrument, the commercial banks’ required reserves
rate setting. However, the key factor could be and
should be a restriction on the activities of commercial banks to issue loans only in the domestic currency. Reviewing the largest operating international
banks in the Baltic countries, it is obvious that the
major banks in the region are controlled by foreign
banks mainly from Sweden and Denmark.
As it was mentioned, the main feature of the internationalization of banks is a sustainable development
in the 1990s. Furthermore, the global international
banks could be intended those banks which operate
in more than a few countries where the primary bank
has branches or departments (Angkinand 2010). This
requires not only having a harmonized legal regulation but a unified terminology and standards in the
settled services that could be closely coordinated in
terms of the monetary policy keeping sustainable
banking sector. Certainly, these strategic objectives
and implementation of the guidelines require methodical and prolonged effort (McCauley 2002).
In the first case, the large decline in real activity in
many countries would be explained by a decline in
the supply of credit, while in the second case the de-

cline in real activity would explain a declining demand for credit. Disagreements among economists
about the appropriate response to the crisis reflect
differences in opinion about the main source of current problems and the need for adjustment (Østrup
et al. 2009).
The transition from administrative to market economy methods of regulation is a challenge for the
central bank and for other credit institutions in the
Baltic States. The central bank has no right to interfere in the activities of credit institutions; therefore, a
directive must be carried out in accordance with laws
and maintain credibility. The procedures of central
bank could not affect the decisions of credit institutions provided; especially which carries out the prudential requirements. Consequently adopted banking law amendments had strengthened the supervision of banks. The primary supervisory objective is to
develop banking controllers to license an inspection
system and ensure the security of funds. Harmonization of banking regulations for the risk control and
regulatory domains to common international standards is a critical matter for competitiveness (Cerasi,
Chizzolini 2001).
However, each party should take extra measures to
ensure the success of banking and financial stability.
For instance, it is known that since 1997 the Baltic countries were strengthening existing banks by
foreign bank admission in Lithuanian, Latvian and
Estonian markets mainly fulfilled by privatization of
banks (Dubauskas, 2004, 2005). Significant growth
of foreign capital in the banking sector (Lithuania,
Latvia and Estonia) accelerated the integration of the
Baltic banks into the global financial system.
Another such a radical change in behaviour of commercial banks in effect after the crisis began in 2008,
it is down or “bad” loans. This loan, which payments
are delayed for more than 60 days or collateral is significantly impaired. Such loans in 2009 increased
from 4.6 to 19.3 percent of year-end. Banks forced to
make huge provisions for such loans. Throughout the
banking system reserves were nearly 4 billion Litas.
In 2006 Danske Bank analysts wrote that it is very
risky, (Valgreen 2006). His warnings came true to
those countries, which were mentioned in his statement. Further the progress of the banking networks
and a deposit/loan ratio are evaluated in the three
Baltic States. The first country overviewed is Estonia
followed by Latvia and Lithuania (Tables 1, 2).
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Table 1. Danske Bank, Nordea, SEB and Swedbank
Loans in Euro Millions
Year

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Table 2. Danske Bank, Nordea, SEB and Swedbank
Deposits in Euro Millions
Year

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

ESTONIA

ESTONIA

Total
5641 7724 11639 15033 16366 9893 9737
Sum
Index
(year
1 1,37 2,06 2,66 2,9 1,75 1,73
2004=1)

Total
3950 5735 7487 8748 8900 5170 5565
Sum
Index
(year
1
1,45 1,9 2,21 2,25 1,31 1,41
2004=1)

LATVIA

LATVIA

Total
3679 6450 10653 13696 15262 10378 9387
Sum
Index
(year
1 1,75 2,9 3,72 4,15 2,82 2,55
2004=1)

Total
2460 3450 4308 5547 5393 9085 8159
Sum
Index
(year
1
1,4 1,75 2,25 2,19 3,69 3,32
2004=1)

LITHUANIA

LITHUANIA

Total
4055 6587 9928 14787 17440 13140 11856
Sum
Index
(year
1 1,62 2,45 3,65 4,3 3,24 2,92
2004=1)

Total
4188 5630 6741 8777 8253 8371 8988
Sum
Index
(year
1
1,34 1,61 2,1 1,97
2
2,15
2004=1)

Source: Calculated by the authors from commercial banks’
annual reports.

Source: Calculated by the authors from commercial banks’
annual reports.

According to the size of the loan portfolio, Swedbank
leads in Estonia with the total amount of 8 billion
Euros.

The analysis of the banks in Latvia shows that all
evaluated banking networks are also operating in
other Baltic and Nordic countries. From the overview of the international banks’ subdivisions variation on the yearly basis can be seen that Swedbank
network has the negative change with the branches
number decreased by 5 units. However, this change
was observed in 2008. A number of branches shrunk
in the DnB NORD bank network the same year.
Other banks showed a growing number of branches
in the reviewed years. DnB NORD, Danske Bank and
Nordea have been showing annually increasing statistics of their banking network since 2004.

Moreover, the volume of loans from 2004 to the end
of 2008 almost tripled. The following in the sequence
is SEB loan portfolio that goes up significantly every
year but only by one percent in 2008. Nordea and
Danske Bank loan portfolios had similar sizes from
year to year with the only contraction in 2008 when
Nordea Bank was able to overtake its rival. These loan
volumes of two banks have increased more than fourfold from 2004 to the end of 2008. It is necessary
to mention that due to the start-up situation data
was not available for the DnB Nord in Estonia during
the overviewed period. Besides, this bank has quite a
little share in the total international banking in Estonia.
In general, an index of the loan portfolio has increased
from 1 to 2.9 from the year 2004 to 2008 and decreased to 1.73 in 2010. On the other hand, the index
of the deposit portfolio has enlarged from 1 to 2.25
from the year 2004 to 2008 respectively with an obvious decrease trend in 2009 and 2010 (see Table 2). It
means that a part of the total loan portfolio growth
during the economic growth was financed from the
outsourced capital inflows.
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Nevertheless, Swedbank had a prime position in the
size of the loan portfolio in Latvia since 2004. Its
loan volume has more than quadrupled and at the
end of 2008 amounted to 6 billion Euros. However,
the loan portfolio decreased in 2009 and 2010. SEB
loan portfolio was narrowly ahead of the Nordea bank
portfolio in 2008. Besides, none of the analyzed loan
portfolios decreased in the year 2008; the obvious
drop-off was only in 2009 and 2010.
In the analysis of banks’ deposit and lending relationship it was observed that Nordea, DnB NORD and
Danske Bank had the lowest ratio of these indexes.
This situation could be easily explained by the fact
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that these banks received additional funding for its
activities from the primary (mother) banks operating in other countries. However, respective ratios of
SEB and Swedbank ranged between 45 to 65 percent
because these banks were able to operate without additional funding.
The overall index of the loan portfolio has increased from
1 to 4.44 in Latvia in the period of 2004-2008. On the
other hand, the index of the deposit portfolio enlarged
from 1 to 1.95 in the period of 2004-2008. It means
that a larger part of the total loan portfolio growth was
financed from the outsourced capital inflows.
The analysis of the banks dealing with international
banking activities in Lithuania is quite analogous to
the Latvia’s situation. However, the largest bank in
Lithuania is Swedbank. It is the major bank in terms
of banking network which increased its number of
branches from 2004 to 2007. Even so, Swedbank
closed 8 of its branches in the year 2008 while other
banks were still expanding their branch networks.
Lithuanian division of DnB NORD nearly doubled
its branch network and was ahead of SEB in the year
2005. SEB network increased by 20 units, Nordea
Bank by 14 local subdivisions and Danske Bank by
11 subdivisions from 2004 to the end of 2008.
The analysis showed that under the economical
growth credit volume got SEB to the first place during the years from 2004 to 2008. Moreover, the loan
portfolio volume increased fourfold within five years.
Swedbank held the second position with an average
annual loan portfolio growth of 44 percent. In general, all the analyzed Lithuanian banks’ loan portfolios
grew very rapidly.
The study of the banking ratio, the deposits and loans
relationship showed that Danske Bank and Nordea
had the lowest ratios in Lithuania during the years
from 2004 to 2010. It means these banks required additional funding from their primary (mother) banks.
In general that could be one of the main reasons of
the overheating of financial markets in Lithuania as
well as in other Baltic countries. For instance, the accumulated loan portfolio for these five biggest banks
was 17.4 billion Euros, while the aggregated deposits
amount for the same banks was just 8.2 billion Euros only in the year 2008. It means that additional
funding from foreign primary banks was 9.2 billion
Euros. On the other hand, Swedbank and SEB had
the highest deposit and loan relationships. On the
whole, the loan portfolio index increased from 1 to

4.06 in Lithuania from the year 2004 to 2008 but
decreased in the value of index to 2.9 in the end of
2010. Alternatively the deposit portfolio index increased from 1 to 2.07 from the year 2004 to 2008..
With some decline in 2009, it continued to increase
to 2.1 in 2010. Nevertheless, it means that about the
half of the total loan portfolio growth was financed
from the outsourced capital inflows.

5. Conclusions
The changes in central banking in reaction to the
world financial crisis and the related move away from
technical monetary policy towards a more radical policy represent a major defining moment and departure
from the conditions and tendencies of the past decade, although with varying intensities across central
banks. These changes occurred under the pressure of
the crisis in the environment where standard monetary policy approaches and instruments had failed or
were far less effective. Nevertheless, not many changes
occurred in the central banks of the Baltic States with
exception of the Estonian central bank.
The review of the international banking business performance exposed that banks are the largest foreign financial intermediaries that support the availability of
liquidity for global sustainable development in the Baltics. The international banking business is quite novel
in the Baltics and it acts as a replacement for a local
bank which could be characterized by universality.
The analysis of development in the international
banking expansion problems revealed that skyrocketing credit growth was financed not only from the
local savings but also from the cross-border international banks’ resources even in the bigger amounts.
Summarizing the overviewed Baltic countries’ banking indicators the lowest credit deposit ratio was in
Estonia during the analysed period of 2004-2010.
Nevertheless, the decline of banking network reflecting possible financial crisis started in Estonia also in
2008. The analysis of network and credit expansion
activities in the Baltic countries revealed that of all
the banks involved in key financial data in the period
from 2004 to 2010 in all three countries the leading
role was taken by Swedbank.
It seems the main reason for the overheating of the
Baltic economies could be explained as the uncontrolled additional cross-border money supply for
dominating international banks’ branches in this region. Moreover, in this case controlling institutions
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(mainly the central banks) did not act as it is proposed by many monetary expansion theories.
However, the influence of the banks credit expansion to the global financial recession affects the banks
themselves and recent decline in activities generate
new consequences to the future. As a result the credit
growth could be related to the available local deposit
resources.
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Introduction
Literature on sustainable development indicates the
significance and importance of the field. Sustainable
development represents a commitment to advancing
human well-being with the added constraint that this
development needs to take place within the ecological limits of the biosphere. The huge interest towards
sustainable development has impacted the development of various measures. Hence, a variety of indexes
and indicators have been proposed.
Despite the significant contribution of various measures, this research narrows the scope and focuses on
the Human Development Index (HDI) proposed by
the United Nations and its relationships with some
ISSN 2029-7017 print/ISSN 2029-7025 online

of sustainable development indicators incorporated
in the Sustainable Society Index. The HDI, which
is almost universally accepted measurement of the
countries’ development, considers three aspects of
development: health, knowledge and income. However, the HDI does not account for the development
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs. The measurement of the HDI has
been chosen because it is a representative index of the
analysed domain; it measures the average achievements in a country in three basic dimensions of human development: a long and healthy life, access to
knowledge and decent standard of living. One would
make an argument that since the HDI is a measure of
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development as a phenomenon, it should be closely
positively related to sustainable development.
This paper is based on the data of eleven selected countries, ten of which joined the EU after the so called
EU enlargement in 2004. one additional country is
selected according to the highest HDI score within the
EU in 2003-2010. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows; part one explores the theoretical aspects
of sustainable development; part two introduces sustainable development measurements, such as Human
Development Index and Sustainable Society Index.
Part three presents methodology, part four discusses
the results of the research and part five concludes.

Concept of Sustainable Development
The main idea of sustainable development was introduced most influentially by the World Commission
on Environment and Development (i.e., the Brundtland Commission) as: “development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs. It embraces two key concepts: the concept of needs, in particular the essential needs of the world’s poor, to which
overriding priority should be given; and the concept
of limitations imposed by the state of technology and
social organization on the environment’s ability to
meet present and future needs” (World Commission
on Environment and Development, 1987). Additionally, the International Union for the Conservation of
Nature states that “sustainable development is used
to mean: improving the quality of human life whilst
living within the carrying capacity of the ecosystems”
(IUCN/UNEP/WWF 1991). On the other hand,
Pearce (1993) points out that sustainable development
is concerned with the development of a society where
the costs of development are not transferred to future
generations or at least an attempt is made to compensate for such costs. The interpretations of the concept
provided in the early and mid-1980s was focused on
the environmental and human development issues.
Scholars point out that since the time of the Commission report; alternative definitions of sustainable
development, sustainable economies and sustainable
societies have been proposed (Gladwin et al., 1995).
The field of sustainable development can be divided
into three main domains: environmental sustainability, which is environmental well-being, economic sustainability – economic well-being and social-political
sustainability defined as human well-being. Notably,
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these three areas are intimately related and interdependent. The environmental well-being is primarily
concerned with the preservation of the natural environment and resources, long-term maintenance of
ecosystem components and functions for future generations, quality of policies ensuring the impact on
the environment that is positive or at least damaging
(Gilbert et al., 1996). Meanwhile, economic sustainability is concerned with economic growth solutions,
identification of various strategies that make it possible to utilize available resources to best advantage and
is most often described as the need to maintain a permanent income for humankind, generated from nondeclining capital stocks (Spangenberg, 2005). Hence,
economic sustainability occurs when development,
which moves towards social and environmental sustainability, is financially feasible (Gilbert et al. 1996).
Social-political sustainability is focused on the state of
the civil society. It requires the cohesion of society and
its ability to work towards common goals to be maintained (Gilbert et al., 1996). Hence, the needs for
health and well-being, nutrition, shelter, education
and cultural expression of individuals should be met.
The broad focus of sustainable development has raised
the need to develop indicators which allow measuring the progress towards sustainability and evaluating
policies intended to support sustainability. According to Pearce (1996), the difficulty is to determine
what has to be done to achieve sustainable development. Notably, the proposals for such measures have
existed for several years. The main indicators such
as the Human Development Index, Environmental
Sustainability Index, Environmental Performance Index, Commitment to Development Index, Index for
Sustainable Economic Welfare, Genuine Progress Indicator, Ecological Footprint, Well-being of Nations,
Millennium Development Indicators, Indicators for
the EU Sustainable Development Strategy, CSD indicators are provided and analysed in the scientific
literature (Van de Kerk and Manuel, 2008). On the
other hand, new indicators and indexes are being developed. For instance, Hak et al. (2007) state that
“the metrics used for the measurement of sustainability (involving the sustainability of environmental,
social-political and economic domains, individually
and in various combinations) are still evolving: they
include indicators, benchmarks, audits, indexes and
accounting, as well as assessment, appraisal and other
reporting systems”. These insights allow conclusion
that no single measurement is completely adequate.
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A lot of attempts were made in order to analyze success and failures of indicators’ application, expose
gaps in knowledge and identify research needs (Hak
et al., 2007). Consequently, taking into account the
assessment of various existing approaches, this paper
will focus on the Human Development Index (HDI)
and Sustainable Society Index (SSI).

Human Development Index and Sustainable
Society Index
Discussions in the prevailing literature strive to distinguish economic development and growth. According to Seers (1979), the focus of development is
the reduction of poverty, inequality and unemployment. However, other scholars such as Narayan et al.,
(2000) emphasize on the reduction of hunger, illiteracy, poor health, powerlessness, insecurity and the
lack of access to the basic infrastructure as the basis of
development. On the other hand, Sen (1999) indicates that social opportunities and protective security
are both end and means of development. Hence, the
definition of development is seen as much broader
than just economic growth.
Notably, the need to measure development has been
influenced by two dichotomies: the constituents versus
the determinants of human well-being and current versus sustainable well-being. Dasgupta (2007) indicates
that “the most well-known indices of social well-being – gross domestic product (GDP) per capita and the
human development index (HDI) of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) – are measures of current well-being for all practical purposes”.
The widely accepted measure of development – Gross
National Product (GNP) defines the market value of
all goods and services produced in one year by labour
and property supplied by country’s residents. Unlike
GDP, it allocates production based on ownership.
Notably, the application of GNP as an indicator of
a country’s development has gained a lot of criticism
in the scientific literature. For instance, it has been
indicated that countries with rising GNP per capita
have quite as many political and social difficulties
and problems as countries with falling GNP (Kabeer, 1994). However, although there was a broadly
positive relationship between GNP per capita and
levels of human development, the extent to which
the increasing GNP led to improvement in human
development varied significantly among the countries (Kabeer, 2003). Hence, GNP per capita is not a

value-free measure of the market because the market
itself is not neutral but a highly partial mechanism
for assigning value. Lind (2004) has criticized GNP
for focusing national attention narrowly on the economic growth at the expense of other aspects of development, such as health or education. According to
Stiglitz (2006), GNP per capita has become deficient
as a measure of long-term economic health in globalizing world which is resource driven.
The shortages of GNP per capita have impacted development of new measures. In 1990 the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) changed the
development measurement and policy with the publication of its first annual Human Development Report (HDR) and the introduction of the HDI (2010).
The concept of development provided by the UNDP
has emphasized the enlargement of people’s choices
by enhancing their functioning and capabilities. The
scholars indicate that the HDI embrace Sen’s “capabilities” approach to understanding human well-being, which emphasizes the importance of ends over
means (Stanton, 2007). Taking into consideration
Sen’s approach, the HDI comprise three important
ends of development: access to health, education and
goods. Notably, the HDI is especially well-suited to
examine gender inequalities because the data for the
HDI is collected not on a household level through
household income and expenditure surveys but rather
at the individual level through demographic surveys
and population censuses (Anand and Sen, 1994).
Nowadays the HDI is used by scholars, politicians and
the media to measure and compare the progress in human development between the countries over time
(Harttgen and Klasen, 2010). Starting with the 2010
report, the HDI combines three dimensions: a long and
healthy life (life expectancy at birth), a decent standard
of living measured by Gross National Income (GNP)
per capita (PPP US$) (the dollar value of a country’s
final income in a year divided by its population) and
access to knowledge (expected years of schooling).
However, despite its popularity, the HDI has attracted a lot of criticism on a number of grounds,
including failure to take into account any ecological
considerations and not paying attention to development from a global perspective. It is argued that no
meaningful development policies of a country can
be built considering the HDI as a measure. Even
though in the first years of its introduction the HDI
was widely appreciated as a useful policy tool, it was
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recognized early on that it is a measure of average
achievements in human development. It can reflect
neither distributional aspect of development, particularly the issue of inequality, nor deprivational aspect
of development. The index has also been described as
“redundant” and “reinvention of the wheel”, measuring aspects of development that have already been
exhaustively studied (McGillivray, 1991). Using simple statistical analysis, McGillivray (1991) questions
both the composition of the HDI and even its usefulness as an index of development. The scholar concludes that the HDI is flawed in its composition and
fails to provide insights into inter-country development level comparisons. Other scholars distinguish
the fact that the HDI considers only average achievements and do not take into account the distribution
of human development within a country or by population sub-groups as its one of the most serious weaknesses (Harttgen and Klasen, 2010). They claim that
there are large inequalities within countries’ population subgroups, which must be taken into account in
order to have a better picture of the real human development situation. Some other common criticisms
directed at the HDI are that it is a number producing
a relative ranking which is useless; that it does not
include moral and spiritual development (the question arises – how do you measure moral and spiritual
development?) and that it adds little to the value of
the individual measures composing it.
The sustainable society index is seen as one of the
recent attempts to measure sustainability, which encompass economic, environmental and human wellbeing. The SSI is presented by the Sustainable Society
Foundation which calculates it every two years and
publishes the results (Van de Kerk and Manuel 2008).
Notably, the first two editions of the SSI in 2006 and
2008 were based on a framework of 22 indicators.
The application of data from available public scores
allowed to develop the SSI for 150 countries in 2006.
Meanwhile, in 2008 the first of two-yearly updates
were published with the results for 151 countries.
The resulting SSI scores on a scale of 0 to 10 allow
a quick comparison between the countries. According to the information provided by the Sustainable
Society Foundation, in 2010 the SSI is comprised of
24 indicators that fall under 8 categories: Personal
Development, Healthy Environment, Well-balanced
Society, Sustainable Use of Resources, Basic Needs,
Climate and Energy, Preparation for the Future, and
Economy (SSF, 2011). All the indicators (and subse106

quently the categories and the overall index) are allocated a score on the scale from 0 to 10. An indicator
scores 10 in the case of 100% sustainability. If there
is no sustainability at all, the score for the indicator
is 0. The advantages of the proposed index are transparency, its limited number of indicators and ease of
use (Van de Kerk and Manuel, 2008). On the other
hand, it comprises social, environmental, ecological
and institutional aspects.

Methodology
The above discussions lead to the conclusion that sustainable development involves personal freedom, social
opportunities, basic liberty, protective security, economic fulfilment, reducing deprivation and broadening choice and it is the kind of development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Meanwhile, the HDI does not comprise some aspects
of sustainability and neither does it take into account
the indicators which are included into the SSI.
We categorize sustainable development measures
into 3 broad indicators namely, economic, sociopolitical and environmental sustainability indicators.
Economic sustainability indicators include adjusted
net savings, unemployment, organic agriculture and
public debt. Socio-political sustainability indicators
include healthy life, gender gap index, population
growth and income distribution. Environmental
sustainability indicators on the other hand, include
greenhouse gas emissions, energy consumption, electricity from renewable resources and organizations
and sites with EMS. With the presumption that HDI
does not include sustainable development measurements in its calculations, we test the following two
hypotheses: first that the associations between HDI
and the indicators of unemployment, public debt,
population growth, income distribution, greenhouse
gas emissions and final energy consumption are positive and second that the associations between the
HDI and the indicators of adjusted net savings, organic agriculture, healthy life, gender equality, electricity generated from renewable resources and the
EMS-registered organizations and sites are negative.
The purpose of this research is to analyse and determine the relationship between the selected EU-27
countries’ HDI score and the following indicators:
Adjusted Net Savings, Employment, Organic Agriculture, Public Debt, Healthy Life, Gender Equality,
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Income Distribution, Population Growth, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Energy Consumption, Electricity Generated from Renewable Resources and
Organisations and Sites with a Registered Environmental Management System.
The countries are selected based on the following criteria. a country must be an existing member of the
European Union or became a part of the European
Union during the so-called EU enlargement of 2004,
which means that the country joined the EU on May
1st, 2004. one country have the highest HDI score
within the European Union in 2003–2010 combined.
Hence, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Czech Republic,
Cyprus, Hungary, Malta, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia,
and Ireland are selected for this research. This selection criterion serves two purposes. First it gives the
study the basis for comparing all countries that became subject to the EU Constitution, common laws
and regulations and economic, socio-political and
environmental development at the same point in
time. Second, by selecting a country with the highest
combined HDI score of the recent years, enables us
to determine whether a high HDI score positively associates with sustainable development. We use country level data for the period of 2001- 2010. The data
sources are the European Commission, World Bank,
United Nations, International Monetary Fund, World
Fact Book, World Health Organisation, World Trade
Organisation and World Economic Forum.

Results
According to the country level descriptive analysis,
provided in the Figure 1, it can be observed that all
the HDI scores have a similar pattern during the
sample period of 2001–2010.

Figure 1. HDI Scores (Source: Human
Development Reports, UNDP)

Note that the calculation method of the HDI changed
during the sample period. Notably, the HDI score in
the period of 2001–2004 is calculated according to
the old method, while the HDI of the period 2005–
2010 is calculated based on the new method. Taking
into account the different calculations, it is possible
to observe a decrease of the HDI scores of all countries in 2005 comparing to 2004. (The new calculation method for 2001–2004 is not available yet in
the United Nations Human Development Report).
Judging from the figure presented above, overall, Ireland had relatively the highest HDI score during the
sample period. An analysis of the sub group of countries that joined the EU on May 1st, 2004 shows that
Czech Republic and Slovenia have comparatively the
highest HDI scores. Meanwhile, Latvia, Lithuania
and Poland have the lowest HDI scores relatively.
As shown in figure 1, the increased HDI score in all
the countries can be observed during the period of
2001–2004, while the 2004 to 2005 period shows
a decrease for all countries. The general trend of the
HDI score increase is observed during 2005–2008.
The period of 2008–2010 indicates slight decreases
or equal values for most of the countries. A slight
increase in the HDI score from 2009 to 2010 can be
observed for Ireland, Poland, Malta and Hungary.
Table 1 2, and 3 provides correlation coefficients for
associations between HDI and the three categories of
sustainable development measures. We define a correlation coefficient of seven and above as portraying
a relatively strong relationship and a coefficient between three and seven as portraying relatively a weak
relationship. Any correlation coefficient below three
is considered as extremely weak relationship. Based
on the magnitude and direction of the correlation
coefficients, we make the following interpretations:
First, strong positive associations imply that large values of the HDI tend to be associated with the large
values of sustainable development measures and the
small values of the HDI tend to be associated with
the small values of sustainable development measures. Second, weak positive associations imply that
the large values of the HDI tend to be very slightly
and remotely associated with the large values of sustainable development measures. Third, the strong
negative association mean that the large values of the
HDI tend to be associated with the small values of
sustainable development measures and vice versa.
Table 1 contains correlation coefficients of the HDI
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and selected variables, representing sustainability at
the country level. Economic sustainability comprises
measurements such as Organic Agriculture, Adjusted
Net Savings, Employment and Public Debt. The percentage of organic agriculture in the total agriculture
of a country as a sustainable development measurement was chosen taking into account the fact that
organic farming is an eco-friendly type of farming,
bringing no damage to the environment, thus the
costs of development are not transferred to the future generations, and therefore it is a part of sustainable development. Adjusted net savings (also called
genuine savings) is a sustainability indicator building
on the concepts of green national accounts. Adjusted
net savings measure the true rate of savings in the
economy after taking into account investments in
human capital, depletion of natural resources and
damage caused by pollution (World Bank, 2011).
The unemployed population is made up of persons
above a specified age who are available to, but did
not, furnish the supply of labour for the production
of goods and services. When measured for a short reference period, it relates to all persons not in employment who would have accepted a suitable job or started an enterprise during the reference period if the opportunity arose and who had actively looked for ways
to obtain a job or started an enterprise in the near past
(International Labour Organization, 2011).
Public debt is an obligation of a government and it
represents the liabilities of central government and
other public bodies to individual creditors. It is a
term for all the money owed at any given time by any
branch of the government and should not be confused with external debt, which reflects the foreign
currency liabilities of both the private and public
sector and must be financed out of foreign exchange
earnings (World Fact Book, 2011).
Table 1. Correlations coefficients of the HDI and
Economic Sustainability Indicators
Adjusted
Net
Savings
Lithuania
-0.613
Latvia
-0.557
Estonia
-0.413
Cyprus
0.620
Czech
-0.811
Republic
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Unemployment

Organic
Public
Agriculture Debt

0.536
0.186
0.281
-0.438

-0.811
-0.850
-0.836
-0.797

0.144
-0.121
0.281
-0.040

0.600

-0.572

0.054

Hungary
Malta
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia
Ireland

-0.047
-0.808
-0.929
0.162
-0.738
0.373

-0.759
0.514
0.261
0.539
0.462
-0.413

-0.440
-0.428
-0.813
-0.595
-0.680
-0.824

-0.377
N/A
-0.080
-0.249
0.282
-0.076

A closer look at the correlation coefficients provided in the Table 1 confirms that overall; there are no
strong positive associations between HDI and Economic Sustainability Indicators. However, there are
two weak positive association between HDI and
Adjusted Net Savings category for Cyprus, Slovakia
and Ireland; five between HDI and Unemployment
category for Lithuania, Czech Republic, Malta, Slovakia and Slovenia. Conversely, there are no positive
associations in Organic Agriculture and Public Debt
categories. As seen from the table, there are altogether
14 extremely weak or no associations. Most of those
associations are found in the Public Debt category.
The strong negative correlation values are found in
the Czech Republic, Malta, Poland and Slovenia in
Adjusted Net Savings category, for Hungary in Unemployment category, for Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia,
Cyprus and Ireland in Organic Agriculture category.
Table 2 contains correlation of the HDI and selected
variables, representing sustainability at the country
level. Notably, socio-political sustainability comprises
such measurements as healthy life, gender equality,
population growth and income distribution. The indicator of Healthy Life Years (HLY), indicating the
number of years a person of a certain age can expect
to live without disability, was chosen (European Health
Expectancy Monitoring Unit, 2011) as a measure of
healthy life. The HLY is identified as one of the most
common health expectancies reported. Gender Equality was measured in terms of Gender Gap Index (GGI)
sometimes referred to as Global Gender Gap Index
(GGG Index). The Index benchmarks national gender
gaps on economic, political, education and health based
criteria and provide country rankings that allow for effective comparisons across regions and income groups
and over time (World Economic Forum, 2011). On the
other hand, the index was chosen taking into account
basic underlying concepts: index focuses on measuring gaps rather than levels, it captures gaps in outcome
variables rather than gaps in means or input variables, it
ranks countries according to gender equality rather than
women’s empowerment (Hausmann et al., 2010).
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The calculation of population growth takes into account
population, which counts all residents regardless of legal
status or citizenship except for refugees not permanently settled in the country of asylum and who are generally considered part of the population of the country
of origin (World Development Indicators, 2011). The
income distribution represents how a nation’s wealth is
distributed amongst its population. The ratio of total
income received by the 20 % of the population with
the highest income (top quintile) to that received by the
20 % of the population with the lowest income (lowest
quintile) was chosen. According to the Sustainable Society Foundation (2011), a low level of inequality among
individuals and groups within a country is supposed to
contribute to a stable society, whereas a high level of
inequality provokes unrest or tensions in a society.
Table 2. Correlations coefficients of the HDI and
Socio-Political Sustainability Indicators

Lithuania
Latvia
Estonia
Cyprus
Czech
Republic
Hungary
Malta
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia
Ireland

Healthy
Life

GGI

Population
Income
Growth Distribution

0.294
0.205
-0.256
0.792

-0.405
-0.570
-0.478
-0.487

0.669
-0.355
-0.829
0.840

0.233
-0.164
0.773
-0.688

0.588

0.164

-0.714

0.114

0.052
-0.767
0.828
-0.315
0.411
0.144

0.362
N/A
0.083
-0.366
-0.126
-0.679

-0.819
0.220
-0.368
-0.343
-0.492
-0.057

-0.502
0.091
-0.212
-0.362
-0.899
0.278

Correlation coefficients presented in the Table 2 shows
that the there are four strong positive associations.
These strong positive associations can be observed for
Cyprus and Poland in Healthy Life Years category, Cyprus in Population Growth category, and Estonia in
Income Distribution category. There is no strong positive association in Gender Equality category, which
is measured in terms of Gender Gap Index. There are
two weak positive associations in Healthy Life category, for Czech Republic and Slovenia; one in Gender
Gap Index category for Hungary; one in Population
Growth for Lithuania; and none in Income Distribution category. As it is seen from the table, there are altogether 16 little or no associations, 14 weak negative
associations, and 5 strong negative associations. The

strong negative associations are for Malta in Healthy
Life Years category, for Estonia, Czech Republic and
Hungary in Population Growth category and for Slovenia in Income Distribution category.
Table 3 contains correlation coefficients of the HDI
and selected variables, representing environmental
sustainability at country level. Notably, environmental sustainability comprises such measurements as
greenhouse gas emissions, energy consumption, electricity generated from renewable resources, and organizations and sites with a registered environmental
management system.
Greenhouse gases are those gaseous constituents of
the atmosphere, both natural and anthropogenic,
that absorb and emit radiation at specific wavelengths
within the spectrum of thermal infrared radiation
emitted by the Earth’s surface, the atmosphere itself
and by clouds. This property causes the greenhouse
effect. Monitoring and reporting national emissions
and removals of greenhouse gases is a requirement of
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the European Union Greenhouse
Gas Monitoring Mechanism. Annual emissions of
CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, SF6 from individual European countries are provided by the European
Environment Agency (2011).
Energy consumption is the use of energy as a source
of heat or power or as a raw material input to a
manufacturing process. It may also be defined as the
amount of energy consumed in a process or system,
or by an organization or society (Consumption of
Energy, 2011). Notably, final energy consumption
includes all energy delivered to the final consumer’s
door (in the industry, transport, households and
other sectors) for all energy uses. It excludes deliveries for transformation and/or own use of the energy
producing industries as well as network losses.
Renewable resources are those that are replenished
through biogeochemical and physical cycles. Hence,
electricity generated from renewable resource contributes significantly to sustainable development of
a country. Organizations and sites with a registered
environmental management system defined as the
number of the Environmental Management System
(EMS) is a set of processes and practices that enable
an organization to reduce its environmental impacts
and increase its operating efficiency. The European
Commission started to collect the numbers of sites in
addition to number of organizations in March 2004
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to give a more accurate picture of the EMS development (Eurostat, 2011).
Table 3. Correlations coefficients of the HDI and
Environmental Sustainability Indicators
Greenhouse
Gas
Emissions

Energy El. From
ConRenew.
sumption Resource

Organisations and
Sites with
EMS

Lithuania
Latvia
Estonia
Cyprus
Czech
Republic
Hungary

-0.724
-0.692
-0.161
-0.875

-0.707
-0.602
-0.494
-0.688

-0.673
-0.0129
-0.627
-0.496

---0.419
-0.837
-0.405

0.093

0.045

-0.618

-0.668

0.479

0.087

-0.845

-0.663

Malta
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia
Ireland

-0.637
-0.782
0.598
-0.707
-0.297

0.044
-0.789
-0.338
-0.536
-0.679

---0.834
-0.519
0.280
-0.736

-0.516
-0.385
-0.423
-0.433
0.204

The correlation coefficients provided in the Table 3
shows that there are no strong positive associations
in any category. However, there are two weak positive
associations for Hungary and Slovakia. The majority of categories, such as Final Electricity Consumption, Electricity Generated from Renewable Resources, and Organizations and Sites with registered
EMS categories have no positive association values,
whether weak or strong. As it is seen from the table,
there are 9 cases of little or no association, a total
of 31 negative associations, 10 of which have strong
negative associations. The strong negative correlation coefficients are for Hungary, Poland and Ireland
in Electricity Generated from Renewable Resources
category and for Estonia in Organizations and Sites
with registered EMS category.

Conclusions
This research analyzed the relationship between the
Human Development Index (HDI) and some of the
sustainable development indicators comprised in the
Sustainable Society Index using data from 11 selected
European Union member countries for the period of
2001-2010. Based on the presumption that the HDI
does not include sustainable development measurements in its calculations, we tested the following two
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hypotheses; first that the associations between HDI
and the indicators of unemployment, public debt,
population growth, income distribution, greenhouse
gas emissions and final energy consumption are positive and second that the associations between the
HDI and the indicators of adjusted net savings, organic agriculture, healthy life, gender equality, electricity generated from renewable resources and the
EMS-registered organizations and sites are negative.
Our findings show that in most cases HDI ignores
sustainable development indicators; whether it is economic sustainability, socio-political sustainability or
environmental sustainability. We also find that HDI
is a partly fit indicator in some, and there are no cases
where the HDI can be described as an absolutely correct indicator of sustainable development. The HDI’s
negative association with such extremely important
sustainability indicators as organic agriculture, gender equality, percentage of electricity generated from
renewable resources and the EMS registered organizations and sites demonstrate that the HDI is not
appropriate measurement of contemporary development and does not comply with the concept of development in the 21st century.
These findings have very significant policy implications. For example, economic development can be
viewed as the process of achieving an optimum level
of health and well-being consisting of physical, biological, mental, emotional, social, educational, economic, and cultural components. This calls for a
reconsideration of the HDI calculation method to
incorporate sustainable development indicators.
Developing in a sustainable way is becoming a necessity and governments can no longer afford to rely
on the policies that are based solely on the past and
current needs. Navigating the sustainability transition however, requires good instruments to re-orient
development. There are instruments that can help to
set goals and targets, and to monitor and report on
the progress. Such instruments are essential for effective sustainable development strategies and adaptive
management and informing political discourse about
economic, social and environmental goals. To initiate
the sustainability transition, governments need to:
• Raise awareness of the sustainable development
importance within communities.
• Restore confidence in markets and the institutions
and companies that make them function. That will
require improved regulation and more effective gov-
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ernance at all levels of political and business life.
• Re-establish healthy public finances as the basis for
future sustainable economic growth.
• Look for ways to support new sources of growth
through innovation, environmentally friendly strategies and the development of emerging economies.
• Encourage innovation and growth by ensuring
that people of all ages can develop the skills to work
productively.
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Abstract. While labour market research is not a new phenomenon, interest in it is growing. Literature frequently
discusses changes in the market as separate disciplines, isolated from each other. On the other hand, it can be
found that more and more scientists understand and choose interdisciplinary research as a powerful tool for
understanding, critique, explanation and change. But some of these approaches have difficulty accounting for
change and the co- existence of similarity and diversity, as well as being ‘gender blind’.
This article critically reviews a range of theoretical approaches to employment research and practice using the lens
of feminism. The appropriate integration of gender awareness into mainstream theorizing, is advocated alongside its
separate development. In addition, in this article we provide a multidisciplinary approach and attempt to integrate
important aspects (knowledge, education, entrepreneurship, self-employment and informality, employment and globalization) that the analysis of labour market and research puts forward. In the light of this assessment, this paper sets
out to indicate potentially useful approaches for conducting employment research in the future, where gender is a core
component of analysis. Such approach aims to act as a catalyst to provoke a more extensive debate on this topic.
Keywords: Employment, Knowledge Society, Globalization and Gender Role, Gender Inequality, Informal Sector, Skills, Education.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to critically analyze the
varieties of existing approaches towards the employment issues. The varieties of approaches differ in theory, methodology and research. Our own work in this
area differs to some extent in these respects from some
new research in the field of employment (Afgan and
Carvalho, Natarajan, Nagan 2010) as with others that
have partial theoretical approach to the topic. In our
opinion, these researches, however thorough and well
written, primarily lack certain important aspects that
should absolutely be included into this analysis. It is,
namely, necessary to pay special attention to new labour and education modalities that are the fundamentals of the “knowledge economy” as well as to the issues
ISSN 2029-7017 print/ISSN 2029-7025 online

of educational curricula development in the field of
entrepreneurship, meant to facilitate self-employment,
the issues of closer connection of educational institutions with manufacturing and other types of organizations, the reduction of discrimination and achieving
gender equality as one of the most important Millennium objectives, enhancing various types and forms
of entrepreneurship activities with special emphasis on
women’ and social entrepreneurship, the importance
of women entrepreneurship in poverty alleviation, the
issues of global and virtual firms, e-learning , etc.

2. Methodology
In order to explore this large and complex field, a
critical peer literature review was used. The peer lit-
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erature review helped us to identify gaps in the form
of relevant questions that do not appear to have been
tackled by the authors, making clear the focus of
where further enquiry should be. Namely, the review
aims to add value to the current state of knowledge
by critically evaluating the existing literature on employment issues and providing a reflective stance on
existing debates and findings.

3. Debates on the Employment Issues
We use review of the recently published literature as
a means of showing that, although a lot of research
has been done on the employment issues, especially
little research has been done in gender employment
analysis. There are also no research concepts based on
integrated approach that connects the following important questions: a) Women’s right to employment;
b) Globalization and gender role; c) Gender inequality and entrepreneurship; d) Women and informal
employment; e) Female Entrepreneurship development as an imperative in new economy; f ) Education for Entrepreneurship and g) New modalities of
knowledge delivery.
These important questions will be briefly dealt with
in this article, if only to highlight their importance
for a new economic theory and fostering a sustainable economic growth.
a) Women’s right to employment. Having read the
scientific articles written by Afgan and Carvalho
(2010), Natarajan, Nagan (2010), we have come to
a conclusion that we cannot talk about human rights
and leave out the problem of women position in the
society and their right to employment. This issue has
to be paid special attention to, having in mind that
the problem of discrimination both in employment of
women labour force and in their promotion at work
is still far from being solved. Namely, women who
successfully join modern social flows in the new way
were not fairly rewarded for their work, usually being
paid less for their work than their male counterparts
at the same job level. In other words, women earn on
average 15% less than men in the EU. A similar problem is with the representation of women in leading
positions (32%) regardless of the fact that they, on
average, are higher educated compared to men. Further confusion is seen in the fact that this percentage
increased by 1% only in the last 5 years. In Germany,
for example, women earn on average 22% per hour
less than men. For this reason Germany is the EU
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country, with a maximum difference as regards the income between the genders. Only in Estonia, Cyprus
and Slovakia women earn an income equally high or
even higher than men. The reason for such large differences is that a large number of women work only
half of the working hours in Germany. In this regard,
the European Commission requires better solutions
to achieve harmonization between family and work,
and to increase the number of women ion leading
positions. According to the reports of the European
Commission, women employment has been constantly increasing in the past few years. One of three
women works part time, while only 8% of men are
employed this way. The employment rate of women
with children is 62%, as for men, it amounts to as
much as 91%. In the transition countries of Central
and Eastern Europe, women have adverse economic
status due to the reduced number of employees in the
public sector, higher rate of unemployment, greater
job insecurity and a poor system of social protection.
They are often excluded from the lists of promotion
recipients and disrespected within the employment
hierarchy. Additionally, they were given undistinguished and lower status functions, and for the most
part, denied any real opportunity to show their true
talents. Instead, women’s role in business world was
unjustly marginalized in many countries worldwide
and that diminished their capabilities to creatively
participate in business decision-making within their
companies. To explore these facts, we draw primarily
upon our experience while editing a volume of essays entitled “The Perspective of Women’s Entrepreneurship in the Age of Globalization” (2007). More
specifically, in our research we were concerned with
the past and modern processes of economic and social transformation of women role not only in the
developing countries but also in the developed and
the countries in transition. In this context, it is necessary to stress that the battle for women’s rights started
back in the late 18th century, which set the stage for
the rise of women’s movements (Radovic Markovic
2009). Women grew increasingly dissatisfied with
the limitations the society had put on their activities. The traditional thinking was the common cliché
that a a woman’s place was in the kitchen, and that
woman’s job was to clean the house, look after children, and wash dishes. The generations of women today are definitely more enthusiastic and determined
to succeed in pursuing their careers, not having to
depend on their male counterparts. Women are not
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only becoming the backbones of families but also
the backbones of several companies. A new cliché
might be as follows: “in a successful company there
is always a woman responsible”. In other words, the
change towards a more egalitarian society is possible,
a change that could fulfil the potentials of all human
beings – women and men.
b) Globalization and gender role. Contemporary
processes of social transformation are variously identified by such terms as ‘neo-liberalism’, ‘globalization’,
‘transition’, ‘information society ’, ‘ knowledge-based
economy ’ and ‘ learning society’. When talking of the
impact of globalization upon the transformation of the
society in the social, economic and political areas, it is
also necessary to define its impact upon the position
of the genders. Namely, it is clear that globalization
has had a major impact on gender roles. Many critics,
however, fear that globalization, in the sense of integration of a country into world society, will cause gender inequality. It may harm women in several ways:
Economically; through discrimination in favour of
male workers, marginalization of women in unpaid
or informal labour, exploitation of women in lowwage sweatshop settings, and/or impoverishment
though loss of traditional sources of income.
 Politically; through exclusion from domestic political process and loss of control to global pressures.
 Culturally; through loss of identity and autonomy
to a hegemonic global culture.
 On the other side, Janet Mommsen from Kings
College and London School of Economics and Political Science stressed in her the latest book (“Gender
and Development”, 2004) that globalization gives
poor women brighter future. Much of the benefits
of globalization for women are more political and
social than economic, Mommsen says. She points
to a growing confidence and sense of power, as poor
women are able to earn more money, feed their children and earn their husbands' respect.
There is an enormous amount of literature on women' employment which was applied to comparative
research. It ranges from concepts of patriarchy to debates in human capital and segmented labour market
theory. Rubery (1988) argued that application of societal perspective to women' employment means that
we need to understand the way in which the system
of industrial, labour market and family organization
interrelate and the role of the society's political and

social values in maintaining these relationships before we could expect to make sense of the differences
between the countries in the position of women. The
study and similar ones for the most part are blind
to take into account many important factors in
their research. It is our opinion that the gender roles
throughout the world vary due to many factors, and
if globalization does anything to change this fact, it
would be through the exchange of knowledge. New
technologies and the Internet help globalization, and
we believe that it helps to lessen the gap between the
rich and the poor, however not as much as it could.
The Internet allows to spread knowledge much faster
than it was possible before. The knowledge allows
people to take opportunities they were not in a position to take before. There is now a global interaction
with groups of women talking about everything from
how to handle domestic violence to how to start
small businesses. In other words, it helps to spread
the ideas through the world and allows the ideas to
be shared and thus allows rich countries to spread
the ideas within their own group, leading to global
knowledge increase that helps lower the gap between
the rich and the poor. Because of globalization, there
has been a growing exposure of countries around the
world to foreign cultures and peoples. Thus, the most
noticeable example of globalization on gender roles
can be seen in those countries that look up to the
global example and begin to promote national equality where there was once extreme inequality.
c) Gender inequality and entrepreneurship in Europe.
In the European enlargement policy gender equality
also occupies one of the main areas. Equality of women and men is a common and one of the fundamental
values of the EU Member States, ensured in the provisions of the EU Treaty itself, which stipulates the promotion of gender equality as a permanent objective of
the European Community in all its activities.
The gender inequality is very pronounced in the
field of entrepreneurship in Serbia as well as in the
former Yugoslavia countries. According to the data
that were published in the study “Women and Men
in Serbia” published by the Republic Statistical Office of Serbia, there is an obvious disproportion by
gender between the employers and employees. In this
regard, the ratio for women is 1 to 2, while for men
it is almost 1 to 1. Also, the number of women employers is less than half of the number of men in the
same categories and that relationship in the last five
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years has not changed significantly as the indicator
for the lack of supporting female entrepreneurship in
Serbia. In Croatia, women constitute 52% of the total Croatian population, their share in employment
being 45%, i.e. 52% in the public and 39% in the
private sectors. The participation of women in enterprises is 30%, on managerial positions it is 27%, and
they amount to only 19% in the supervisory boards
of companies. The rate of women employees in the
so-called ‘grey’ economy is 65%, while the employment rate of female population on the basis of a contract for part time is as high as 86%. In Bosnia and
Herzegovina, the rate of women participation in the
total number of employees is 43% which is extremely
low compared to the global standard of 52.5%. They
usually earn less than men and their role in the enterprise is smaller. Women spend less time in their business than men. More precisely, women entrepreneurs
work 29.2 hours per week, while men spend 46.9
hours. In 2007, the female unemployment rate was
32.9% in comparison with 26.7% for men. This rate
is alarmingly high in the category of young women
aged 15 to 24, where the rate is 63.1%, compared to
55.6% of men in the same age categories. The biggest obstacles and difficulties for the development
of enterprises are located within the availability of
financial resources, information, education and markets. The basic challenge is to effectively identify and
resolve the problems of the employed through the
prioritization of the legislature and other public policies of the countries, and to implement the government measures. Similarly, it is important to develop
the national strategy that will effectively confront
the problems specific to equal opportunities, which
requires the development of other social attitudes
about gender and their inclusion in the structures,
institutions and policies that relate to self-employment and small enterprise. In the process of promoting and implementing policies of gender equality
and empowerment of women, non-governmental
organizations and networks play an important role.
Their actions and advocacy of public policy affect
the public and participate in proposing and solving
particular problems. Strengthening civil society is a
permanent goal and an imperative prerequisite for
the advanced society in the field of women’ human
rights, which is extremely important for further improvement of cooperation system, coordination and
partnership of NGOs with state institutions at both
national and local levels. Although in the last few
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years the EU policy has been oriented towards the
establishment of the institutional framework and the
promotion of inclusion principles of gender equality in different areas of policy within and outside the
Union, it is evident that it is necessary to continue
work on the development and strengthening of these
institutions and forms for cooperation with a unified activity towards a more effective enforcement of
legislation and implementation goals of the EU and
national policies.
d) Women and informal employment. When some
studies of employment are analyzed, it is necessary to
include informal sector of the economy in the analysis too the mentioned sector that was not tackled by
Afgan and Carvalho, Natarajan, Nagan ( 2010).
A large number of studies point out that income disparities increase in the early stages of development,
making the poor relatively worse off. Some studies
deny the existence of the inverse relation between
equality of income and economic growth (Buedo
2002) and some give evidence of the negative impact
of inequality and the positive effect of redistribution
upon growth (Aghion, Caroli and Garcia-Penalosa
1999). Although it is widely accepted that inequality problems are best solved by fast economic development, the predominant opinion in the modern
literature is that, in addition, ignoring inequality in
the pursuit of development can be perilous (Jovičić,
Milojević 2010). Some authors have argued that inequality has risen further in those countries that actively pursued reforms (see, for example, Milanović
1998). There is also empirical evidence of a significant
direct link between the level of income inequality
and the share of the informal sector in the economy.
Rutkowski (1996) highlighted the fact that excluding
the informal sector in the transition countries, where
it accounts for a significant part of overall economic
activity, it is likely to underestimate the actual level
of earnings inequality. Spariosu (2007) concluded
that inequality and the growth of the informal economy in the early stage of the transition process can
be interpreted as a result of the general decrease of
economic activities caused by main transition processes: reallocation and restructuring. However, in our
opinion the emergence and the development of the
informal economy can be explained partially also as a
consequence of the disorganization process.
In addition, three estimation approaches of the informal economy can be distinguished: direct , indirect
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or discrepancy approaches and the model approach.
The first two approaches are based on a single factor as the main generator of the informal economy.
However, the informal economy is a complex phenomenon simultaneously determined by many factors. Consequently, in the most advanced model approach the multiple causes and indicators are treated
simultaneously and explicitly as the determinants of
the informal economy.
This sector is especially important for the transition
countries as well as the developing countries where
more than one third of the labour force is employed
in this sector of economy. In the transition economies and in the developing countries, informal work
emerges primarily for the existential reasons and the
need to survive while in the developed countries it
spreads from chances and opportunities though the
contribution of women to the informal sector of
economy in all the countries is rather marginalized.
In the majority of the transition economies, in fact,
those employed in the informal sector are not protected by the currently ruling laws.
The high rate of unemployment, low wages and nonpayment of salaries has led to the rapid growth of
informal employment. Examples of informal work in
Eastern Europe are multiple job holdings that combine employment in the remaining public sector (e.g.
teachers and doctors) with other activities because
of low purchasing power. The informal economy or
residual economy may appear in different forms. It
consists of a range of informal enterprises and informal jobs. Jobs in informal sector are at first sight invisible, e.g. hotel jobs, restaurant jobs, jobs in major
cities’ streets (fruit and vegetables salesmen and saleswomen, refreshing drinks salespersons, etc.).
Here we have in mind primarily the unfavourable
conditions of work and long working hours as well
as the rewarding system and the pay for the job accomplished. The aid from the society is also missing – there are no special - purpose loans or credits,
which further prevent women from implementing
their obvious entrepreneurial and managerial potentials. In order to improve the working and living
conditions of the informal sector labour force, which
does not participate in business decision making (as
it includes mainly low-skilled labour force), it is necessary to include them into the processes of education and additional training. The end result should
be their inclusion into the formal sector of economy,

where they should be entitled to all the legal rights
observed in the legal employment.
The gender analysis of the informal economy should
not be restricted to the identification of differences
between men and women; it involves a group of dimensions that intervene in social relations and from
them the adjustments are to be made to the policies and institutions in order to reach fair goals. Still
there are many companies that do not acknowledge
that women can do a job just as well as men and
there are many limiting sexist and chauvinistic views
on women running certain businesses. Therefore, in
many countries women grew increasingly dissatisfied
with the limitations. Major problems with employing
women are as follows (Radović Marković 2009b):
 Inadequate qualification structure
 Age discrimination
 Pressures to delay marriage and parenthood
Providing women with increased economic opportunity for employment is critical to the challenges the
world economies face.
e) Female entrepreneurship development as an imperative in “new economy”. There is no doubt that the
progress made by women in entrepreneurship activities worldwide is an important factor to be taken into
consideration when studying economic development
and social progress. Namely, entrepreneurship represents an appropriate opportunity for women all over
the world, as entrepreneurship responds flexibly to entry, change and innovation. It is for this reason that a
lot of countries see women entrepreneurs in SMEs as
a hope for providing new blood to the economy. At
present, women represent more than one third of all
people involved in entrepreneurship activities around
the world. Different theoretical approaches to female
entrepreneurship show that this field of research is considered very broad. According to different theoretical
approaches, different perspectives are offered through
which we can expand and challenge our understanding of women’ entrepreneurship and education. The
goal of our work in this area is to offer more ways of
encouraging entrepreneurship including the role of
education system developing positive attitudes and active approach towards female entrepreneurship. It is
well known that there is a correlation between entrepreneurship and economic performance. But entrepreneurship brings more than this correlation to our societies because the science is also a vehicle for personal
development. In spite of the importance of entrepre117
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neurship for personal and social development, all potentials are not fully exploited particularly in the European Union (EU). The EU has failed to encourage an
enormous number of people to become entrepreneurs.
According to the Eurobarometer, although 47% of the
Europeans prefer self-employment, only 17% actually
realize their ambitions (European Commission, 2007).
As regards the new entrepreneurial initiative, only 4%
of the Europeans said that they desired to be engaged
in setting up business and 29% of Europe’s SME declared growth as their main ambition (EC). Europe,
unlike the United States, suffers from low expansion
rates after the start-up. As a rule, women all over in
the world start businesses in the service sectors which
are most attractive to them. For example, women find
it much easier to manage companies in the developed
countries, while keeping financial stability of business
is more difficult in the countries with lower GDP and
a “lifetime” of women’s enterprises is shorter. According to the age criterion, the usual age of the women
who start their own business range from 25 to 34 in
less developed countries, and they are not likely to
achieve any greater success and respect until they are
35 to 44 years old. In the developed countries the situation is even worse; women choose to start with their
own business from age 25 to 44, reaching the climax of
their careers only between the ages of 35 and 54.
f ) Education for entrepreneurship. “Entrepreneurship
development concerns the development of people’s potential as a country’s most valuable resource” (Kroon,
De Klerk et.al. 2003). The process is an innovative
and dynamic technique, which is also an important
segment of the economic growth. An entrepreneur is
a catalytic agent of change, which generates employment opportunities for others. Therefore, paying attention to improving skills of entrepreneurs and their
education is necessary to increase competencies.
Considering the importance of education for entrepreneurs, it has recently become evident that entrepreneurship is one of the fastest growing sciences in
today’s undergraduate curricula in the United States
and worldwide (Radović Marković 2007a).
The 1990s saw the growth of entrepreneurship as a
profession within business.In that professional approach the secret benefit of entrepreneurship education lies.It helps decrease the chances of failure by
stressing a consistent and proven set of practices. That
idea of professionalizing the process of entrepreneurship is the other great commonality across the entire
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modern entrepreneurship education. (“Entrepreneurial Education”, 2009). In the past 3 decades, formal
curricula (majors, minors, and certificates) in entrepreneurship have more than quadrupled: from 104
in 1975 to more than 500 in 2006 (“Entrepreneurship in America”). The development of the courses in
entrepreneurship has been exponential. The leaders
in the field of entrepreneurship education recognized
many definitions of how entrepreneurship could and
should be taught and much of the performance depends on the level of education involved. In addition,
there have been calls for formal education to place a
greater emphasis on entrepreneurship training as one
way of helping workers cope with the increasing job
instability. This ‘career option’ has been suggested as
an alternative to unemployment (ILO, 2002). It can
help in absorbing some displaced workers, generate
employment for others and reduce the demand on
the beleaguered ‘employer organizations’.
The proponents of educational technology have stated
for years that faculties need to focus more on teaching “21st-century skills”, such as problem solving,
critical thinking, and collaboration. The 21st century
learners will need to meet the complex demands of
the new economy and society in a globalized form
(Radović Marković 2006-2007). The workplace of tomorrow will increasingly require 21st century learners to work in teams, collaborating across companies,
communities, and continents. Certain skills cannot
be developed solely by simple multiple-choice exams. New education programmes for entrepreneurs
must be based on exchanging good practice through
studies and networks among strategic partners (researchers, entrepreneurs, financiers, advisors, policymakers, and so forth).To address individual needs of
learners, attention must be paid to the adaptability
of the curriculum and the learning environment. A
worthy institution views quality issues as primary and
integral throughout the conceptual design of its education programmes. True quality institutions must
govern their curricula, instruction, and support services by policies and standards established to assure
future success of the participants (Capogrossi 2002).
On many occasions, the assessment and examination
vehicles have been evaluative measures of knowledge
and competencies of learners measured against learning objectives derived from the needs of the industry
and professions. Successful institutions must design
their learning objectives to serve the demonstrated
needs of the desired student audience. The academic
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and professional needs of the student audience will
be at the foundation of the curriculum, and the subject matter objectives will become the focus of quality control process (Capogrossi 2007).
The changes in women’s educational and career attainment may have multifaceted characteristics.
Women might have increased their enrolment in colleges compared to men; however, women may still
differ in terms of the types of subjects in which they
are enrolled. A study conducted by the World Bank
has recently showed that if women had the same education as men in the field of agriculture, it would increase from 6% to 22% in the developing countries
(Radović Marković 2007b). This example as well as
similar ones invites every rightful reason to focus on
further development of educational programs aimed
at women, and also to enhance contemporary technologies that will improve e-learning.
Distance learning is becoming increasingly attractive
for women as some research studies show. Namely,
more than 60% of those over 25 years of age and female opt for this type of development and education
in the world (Radović Marković 2006a). The reason
for this lies in the fact that this method of learning
offers numerous advantages. Among the most prominent benefits, the following may be pointed out:
a) Flexibility of the learning process (learners study at
the time most convenient to them)
b) Achieving better balance between personal and
other commitments (they may spend more time at
home with their families)
c) Minimizing costs (both time and money savings
are made)
d) A deeper sense of self-fulfilment (acquiring relevant and useful knowledge and achieving professional goals).
Furthermore, women at a certain age, over the age
typical for learners (18-22 years of age), consider virtual classrooms to minimize the embarrassment and
alienation factor (Capogrossi. 2002). Having in mind
that due to fast changes in techniques and technology especially in the last decade of the 20th century,
new kinds of business and jobs emerged, the need for
new knowledge became very clear. Accordingly, everywhere in the world the existing education system
is redefined and educational programs that have to
relate closely to practice are improved. For that sake,
“new schools for entrepreneurs and managers” are
founded.They are based on modern programs and

courses meant for various groups of businesspeople.
Virtual faculties are very popular.They are founded
worldwide and allow the connection between businesspeople and business learners and lecturers from
all around the world no matter where they actually
might reside. Participating in the courses and testing via the Internet, essentially change the previous
way of gaining knowledge in usual classrooms. This
way of learning contributes to the fast exchange of
information, more access to the newest knowledge
and experiences in this domain and saves the time
and money. Thus, in this millennium, the classic way
of education will be slowly substituted by some other
forms of education, in which learning from at home
and office with the help of computers will be a viable
solution. Interactive education should provide a completely new dimension of gaining knowledge making
learning faster and easier for those who attend certain
courses. It also enables women to choose a certified
course, offered by more than 90% of the faculties in
the world (Radović Marković 2007b). Accordingly,
women are given the opportunity of choosing some
of the programs from a broader range, the ones that
suit their professional interests and goals best, without the requirement to move geographically. In other
words, women are no longer limited to the local educational institutions but have a more comprehensive
choice of educational programs offered worldwide
at their disposal. Studying over the Internet ensures
women a permanent development thus reducing the
educational gap in comparison to men. At the same
time, social status and life quality of women are improved. Higher qualifications enable women to contribute more to their community.
g) New modalities of knowledge delivery. Although
an increasing importance is assigned to the universities in the field of raising education levels in the new
economy (knowledge society)there is a lack of works
that research the new forms of knowledge transfer,
essential for its development. The Internet has extended many new opportunities to businesspeople,
both men and women. One such opportunity is the
ability to complete programs online. Most universities, polytechnics, and other training providers are
presently using study-away approach capitalizing on
the online potentials of the Internet programs delivery as and when services are warranted. The learners
increasingly complete a traditional degree and people
who want to expand their skill sets are reverting to
online programs. The selection is made ,partly due to
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convenience and effectiveness and partly due to the
fact that the programs are affordable as a whole.
Online programs range from 1-hour courses on selfdevelopment to the entire doctoral degree program.
In 2001 ,the American Business Women Association
(ABWA), carrying out with its mission to help educate and train members, viewed online classes and
course-work as an effective option for women who
desire to continue developing their business skills,
and hence the association embarked on the creation
of more partnerships with quality companies that
involved online programs delivery (Radovic Markovic 2009 a). For instance, the association formed
partnership with QuicKnowledge.com, which offers
discounts on all its courses to the ABWA members.
The association also considers all hours completed
through online courses as part of its Continuing Education Credit program (ABWA).
However, the most significant contribution of online programs particularly to women is having the
opportunity to self-pace within a desired time frame
(Radovic Markovic 2009 a). Through the online
programs, learners can complete projects whether at
work, home, or other selected locations. On many
occasions, a busy executive may not be able to leave
the office, and yet, assignments, term papers and
even research projects have to be finalized somehow;
the magic of getting the assignments complete may
be made possible through the online mode, where
programs are completely in online mode, all class lectures, assignments, tests and instructions are delivered
via the Internet. Some programs have a voice and/or
video assisted delivery and may also include PowerPoint and iPod presentations. That is the main reason
that the Internet service provider, browser, and computer with plenty of random access memory (RAM)
are needed prior to an online course commencing to
receive lectures from anywhere and anytime.
The implementation of new technologies can substantially reduce training costs (eg., travel,food, and
housing) related to bringing geographically dispersed
employees to one central training location. These
technologies allow trainers to build many of the
desirable features of the learning environment into
training (Kumpikaite 2008).

4. Conclusions
This article critically reviews a range of theoretical approaches to employment research. It shows that conventional theories and practices no longer provide the
necessary guidance and support for employment in
the world of change, complexity and uncertainty. In
that case the move towards a new employment methodology and strategy is necessary in terms of which
the employment research will be radically redefined
to take holistic approach and emerging realities into
consideration. Such holistic and integrated approach
has a strongly grounded rationale for support employment theory and practice. Interdisciplinary concepts
allow us to extend and raiseing new questions for research. These concepts enable us not only to theorize
our research, connecting our own findings with larger
conversations but also to reframe theories, so that we
see them in new ways and gain new insights. In addition, interdisciplinary research is vital, even essential,
the scholars and the researchers must face.
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to investigate how learning in collaboration can support the development of
sustainability competence in the military. The concept of sustainability in the military is controversial; nevertheless,
requirements for more conscious decisions regarding economics, environment and society issues enter military practice and require rethinking the processes of military education and development. The application of computer-supported collaborative learning brings new opportunities in overcoming controversy of sustainability in the military
and at the same time puts forward the solutions and skills for implementations of sustainability in the military.
Instead of using traditional approach towards sustainability as an interaction of the following three components:
economic viability, social welfare and environmental protection, we described sustainability in the military as a
composition of mission, management of installations and stakeholders, operations and maintenance, environment protection and quality of life. According to these categories, e-learning platform was developed. The core
of this platform is the formal learning curriculum, which serves as a shell under which a variety of practices can
be introduced to address the desired training objectives. The complex solution was accomplished with computerfacilitated collaborative learning that enables teem-working, collaboration and peer-assessment. Computer-facilitated collaborative learning supports social interaction in the learning system and sustains group-work within a
variety of decision-making frameworks. Those features of the learning system are very important considering the
controversy and complexity of sustainability in the military.
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1. Introduction
The military foresees greater dependence of training and
education on web-based approaches in the future and
will involve more collaborative activities between participants in the learning processes. In addition, there is a
need to replace traditional instruction-centred approach
with more active instruction and to develop higherordered cognitive skills within the military (Bonk and
Wisher, 2000). Such highly sought skills include knowledge synthesis, decision-making, and collaborative probISSN 2029-7017 print/ISSN 2029-7025 online

lem solving (Orvis et al., 2002). As it is confirmed by
previous studies (see Roberts, 2005; K.L. Orvis, A.L.R.
Lassiter, 2007), collaboration in the learning process provides additional cognitive benefit, especially on
interdisciplinary subjects, when participants can share
their own knowledge and experience. A major benefit
in collaborative learning is the exposition of alternative
perspective and possibility for participants to question
one’s own perspective, which in turn offers an opportunity for cognitive restructuring (Ai et al., 2010). In order
to achieve this advantage, a major emphasis of work on
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collaborative learning is placed on drawing out aspects
of an issue where disagreement among the participants is
found so that they will address the disagreements explicitly and benefit from the collaborative learning process.

possible directions for its development in the future.

Collaborative learning brings its biggest value when new
challenging topics in education emerge. In our cases,
we chose the topic of sustainability in the military. The
topic comes from the pressure of social and political
environment to implement economically, environmentally and socially conscious decisions in the military. It
brings the demand for sustainability competence which
includes knowledge from different study subjects that
need to be integrated in the education process. Additionally, education process requires involving different
practical cases and participants’ active interactions in
sharing their experiences on the topic.

The concept of sustainability in the military is controversial; nevertheless, requirements for more conscious
decisions regarding economics, environment and society issues enter military practice and require rethinking
the processes of military education and development.
The application of computer-supported collaborative
learning for the development of sustainability in the
military organizations brings not only new opportunities but also some new challenges. Firstly, the concept
of sustainability in business and public institutions
has been developed as an idea of absolute positivism;
meanwhile the development of sustainability in the
military is restricted because of the specific functions
performed under extreme situations and the pressure
of time (Mohamed, 2009, Kober, 2011). As the leadership in the military is associated with high flexibility
versus control and high compatibility of organizational
changes versus stability of the system, the objectives of
the sustainability in the military practice is changing
constantly. Besides this internal dynamics, the military, as any other organization, is influenced by social,
environmental and technological changes that require
not only technical but also ethical decisions. The variety of questions rises related to the sustainability issues,
such as quality of life of society and solders in this society, the impact of the military on human ecosystem
(Shawn, 2011), environmental pollution, etc. Not only
military operation but also military training is related
to the sustainability issues as the consequence of technological development: new military technologies increase air pollution, noise pollution, endangered spaces
and critical habitats (Lepore, 2009). All these new challenges require new institutional competencies that can
be obtained in a collaborative learning process.

Computer-supported collaborative learning focuses
on the social dimension of learning processes; it also
involves technology as a tool for collaborative decision making. This paradigm overcomes the most challenging question in the adult education, as current
educational practice is mainly based on the youth education and is not designed according to the adults’
needs and capabilities to share their knowledge and
experience. Meanwhile one of the most important elements in the adults’ development is an opportunity
to provide their feedback and suggestions to other
participants. In this view, knowledge-sharing by collaboration and peer-assessment are two main features
in the institutional competence development.
In this paper, we discuss how the processes of information sharing, disagreements and discussions are initiated and managed and how they are connected to formal learning process by developing students’ competence in sustainability. We apply computer-supported
collaborative learning that facilitates social interaction
in the intelligent collaborative learning system.
The article is organized as follows: in the next section we discuss the controversy of sustainability in
the military and the possibilities for its development
using learning approach; in Section 3 we described
a learning platform by drawing a conceptual framework towards the development of competence in sustainability; in Sections 4 and 5 we provided technical solutions for the implementation of collaborative
learning system: we proposed our own architecture
of the e-learning system and algorithm design. The
article concludes with summing-up of the results of
our case and presentation of some thoughts about
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2. Problem Statement: Controversy of
Sustainability in the Military

Sustainability in the military is challenging but not a
new topic. The literature on sustainability in the military specifies two major trends. The first trend is represented by the conceptual literature or methodologies
stipulating the way of integrating the principles of sustainable development into the activities of the military
organization. Some concepts related to sustainability issues are already defined and discussed in the literature:
sustainable peacebuiding (Gheciu & Paris, 2011), longterm sustainability of the military reconstruction activities (Dziedzic, 2009), greening of the military practice
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(Durant, 2007) or the methodology of environmental
analysis that integrated various levels of technology development that help to conserve fiscal and ecological resources (Saulters et al., 2010). The second trend consists
of the literature presenting the results of the empirical
research. The major part of this literature pursues the
case analysis (learned lessons and success stories) (Readman, KS 2004 SS 2011). The researchers interpret the
concept of sustainability and borders of perception of
the relationship between the military organizations and
its natural, social and political-economic environment
and reveal the coherence of organization behaviour;
however, they lack common approach towards tools for
implementing such sustainability.
The practice of sustainability in the military also
has its path. In respond to this social pressure, the
militaries throughout the world are adopting their
national environmental programs. A comprehensive
case study was published in 2000: based on military
practice in 29 countries, the study identifies that some
environmental practice exist in all the countries as
the military sector’s environmental impact often outweighs most of other governmental activities (NATO,
2000, p3). The implementation of environmentally
conscious decision in the military varies between the
nations and depends on the societal pressure, political leadership, culture, organizational structure, legislative framework (Dawson, 2004), which becomes
stricter during the past decades (Durant, 2007).
Environmental protection is only one part of the
organizational sustainability. Other two parts - economic viability and social welfare – are not standardized or systematized over the military institutions. At
these points institutions are facing the problems of
new management referred to as the lack of competence in sustainability.
The controversy of sustainability in the military first
of all comes from its characteristics. Process of sustainability (or sustainable leadership) is described by
eleven characteristics: matters, lasts, spreads, is socially just, is resourceful, promotes diversity and builds
capacity, is activist, is vigilant, respects the past, is patient (Hargreaves 2005). The majority of these characteristics can be expressed in terms of leading by example (Bulls, 2007) or in distributed leadership; still
some of the characteristics raise questions for their
applicability in the military practice. Such characteristics as social justice or diversity need to be discussed and taken from the military perspective more

comprehensively. As an alternative towards these
vague characteristics, AtKisson (2009) provides first
attempt towards identifying the elements of sustainable leadership in the military. Figure 1 provides the
interrelations between traditional approach towards
sustainability and its approach towards sustainability
in the military. According to AtKisson, there are six
categories of activities that describe the sustainability of the military organization. These categories are:
mission, management, stakeholders, operations and
maintenance, environment, and quality of life (for
more details see Mission Sustainability Framework by
AtKisson, 2009). The identified categories name the
fields of activity for sustainability development and
certainly bring more clearness on sustainability issues
in the military. Nevertheless, they provide neither
solution for leaders nor direction for institutional
improvement. The question regarding the depth and
extent of sustainability in the military organizations
is still open.
Sustainability

Economic Viability

Social Welfare

Enviromental Protection

Sustainability in military
Mission Oriented Management
Installation Management
Neighbors and Stakeholders
Operations and Maintenance
Environment
Quality of Life

Figure 1. The Dimensions of Sustainability
in Traditional and Military Way (adopted from
Quaddus and Siddique 2009; AtKisson 2009).

As the efficient decision making in its various forms
is recognized as a key factor in solving organizational
problems (Law et al, 2011), collaborative development of competence in sustainable decision making
can bring an organization new potential in finding
new solutions for complex problems. Furthermore,
the characteristic of sustainability in decisions adds
a systemic approach towards this topic and identifies
the capacity “to engage in the complexities of continuous improvement consistent with deep values of
human purpose” (Fullan 2005, p17).
The shared competence in sustainability can be seen
as one of the solutions towards these challenges. According to A. Hargreaves (he was among the first who
introduced the concept of sustainable leadership),
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sustainable development is a process and a system
not a set of personal, trainable and generic competencies and capabilities that are possessed by individuals
(Hargreaves, 2005). Sustainability is perceived as an
institutional competence; therefore, its development
is not individualized, on the contrary, the approach of
collaborative learning needs to be applied. In the next
section, we describe briefly the learning platform for
competence development in sustainability.
3. Description of the Learning Platform
The development of competence in sustainability is
a challenging process as the decisions for sustainability depends highly on the context. There are also no
ready-to-use solutions as there is no solid approach
towards sustainability in the military. The learning
process itself generates ideas on ways and methods
how sustainability in the military can be implemented. In this view, our proposed learning platform connects two types of knowledge. One type is theoretical
knowledge on sustainability related fields, such as the
management of installations and stakeholders operations and maintenance, environmental protection,
human recourse and quality of life management. Another type of knowledge is practice-based and it is
created during the process of learning.
Theoretical knowledge on sustainability was transformed into study curriculum. Accordingly, we created
the platform for e-learning – the set of tasks, e-courses,
platforms for teamwork and interactive peer-assessment.
The effectiveness of this e-curriculum depends on the
integration of practices and tools into the learning process. In our case, the development of competence in sustainability is not only about delivering a programme or
administering feedback and making people go through
developmental experience. Additionally, the development of sustainability competence is some type of ad
hoc that is based on situation and cannot be generalized.
According to Hoon et al. (2005), one method of making development more systematic is to design and implement an array of developmental experiences that are
meaningfully integrated into each other. As it was stated
in the introduction, many researchers have advocated
the need for a holistic approach to the process of education and training. In our case, participants’ involvement
in the knowledge creation process is a crucial element of
the learning process. Four-interacting elements evolve
at the initiative stage of our curriculum for the interaction in developing the competence of sustainability (see
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Figure. 2). Student-centric approach puts self-learner
into the centre of this framework. The efficiency of
collaborative leaning depends highly on participant’s
motivation, attitudes and expectations; it also lies on
participant’s previous experience and knowledge. A participant is environed with four types of platforms. The
first platform is designed for e-learning courses that participant needs to go through to get new knowledge. The
second platform is intended for teamwork. After the
participants get new knowledge, they can join groups
for teamwork. The third platform is designed for a participant’s assessment: the assessment comes from three
sources: knowledge assessment - instructor-provided
and peer-provided assessment. It brings the participants
comprehensive perception of their knowledge and skills
and inspires for future development. The last platform is
designed for educational facilitation through the whole
process of education starting with task delivery, consulting and guiding, and finishing with the participation in
the assessment processes.

E-learning
courses

Instructoral
facilitation

Selflearner

Team
working

Interactive
assessment

Figure 2. A concept of learning platform

These platforms represent four-stage process that was
designed for intelligent computer-supported learning
application. The first stage is the preparation stage. It
consists of tests and self-study preparation for participation in collaborative learning. The tests allow us
to measure participants’ competencies in sustainability and to group the participants according to their
capabilities. The stage is performed in self-learning
and assessment space. After groups are composed,
the first stage of the process is finished.
The second stage consists of task selection and task
performance. The task for the group is selected according to the group competence level. The group
performs the task using step-by-step approach. Simultaneously, the group members discuss and learn
in communication and self-learning spaces. When
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the task is performed, the system switches to assessment space. The third stage – communication – comes in
parallel with the second stage. The group members communicate (discuss, split into smaller groups, share the
information, etc.) and at the same time perform the task (on task space). From the technical standpoint, this
stage is the most challenging. It is described in detail in the next section. The last stage consists of self and peer
evaluation.
4. The Architecture of the Learning System
The architecture of sustainability competence development system (SCDS) is represented in Figure3. This
architecture allows us: (1) to systematically integrate all existing information that is already collected during
the last years; (2) to add new information by four groups of system stakeholders: system administrator, system
developers, system experts and consumers; (3) to create internet delivery infrastructure.
The application of the SCDS can be interpreted as a flow of subsequent reclaim of the experience that leads
the individual to the level of knowledge and competency. The SCDS helps in solving such challenging question as how to integrate participants’ theoretical knowledge and practical experience into the learning process.
Contemporary information technologies provide us with new possibilities (Figure 3):
1. To get in touch with the system server in the remote mode;
2. The databases constantly are up-to-date with new and relevant information;
3. To access the databases and receive expertise support for a decision at any time;
4. To have a multi-user connection at the same time.
The possibilities ensure the simplicity of providing individualized support for the participants. The system is
designed to take individual recommendation how to develop participant’s knowledge on sustainability issues.

Users
System
developer

System
administrator

Internet delivery infrastructure: Web sphere (decision making
management system IT functions and subsystems)
Supervision
system

Competency
assessment system

E-courses
system

E-collaboration
system

Networked multilevel infrastructure

DB of
task&scenario

DB of
peer-review

DB of
learning

DB of
workflow

Other IT systems and resources
Figure 3. The Architecture of Sustainability Competence Development System (SCDS)
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The SCDS in accordance with the input data (knowledge, individual experience, competence) culls necessary steps, such as multilayer tests. The SCDS proceeds when a consumer (participant) is registered and
tested; he is integrated in the database of the system
and all data are saved.
From a technical perspective, we suggest to place a
workflow engine at the core of the internet-based
decision support system (Kim 2004, Power 2002,
Yao 2010). This software application manages and
executes modeled computer processes and provides
personalized and recommendation. The consumers
are granted with an access to subsequent databases of
related resources and services. At the same time, the
structure of sustainability development system could
be kept comparatively simple and self-controlled in
the process of logic analysis. Figure 3 outlines the
functions and subsystems.
The functions and subsystems reside on a networked
multilevel infrastructure with strong internet connectivity and a number of databases (Jakeman &
Letcher, 2003). The intranet portal systems could be
used to provide different types of users with specific
and customized services according to user type. The
databases are designed to collect data about a number
of processes and entities:
• Task and scenario database. The participant’s
readiness for the intended personalized integrating process needs to be evaluated; therefore, present
knowledge and competencies has to be evaluated and
compared to desirable knowledge and competencies.
The knowledge and competencies are separated into
standard competencies for sustainable organizational
development.
• Peer review database contains peer assessment information, individual user profiles, privileges, and data of
the user's private information. In addition, this database contains personal curriculum, testing results, and
recommendations for individual development. The
participants can compare their results and peer assessment. The aim of self and peer assessment is to improve competency to evaluate person’s development.
• Learning database contains private environment
data about user’s progress history and his current competence. In addition, this database is linked with assessment and stores the metadata related to test results
and instructors’ assessments. These objects or “unit of
tests” could be structured according to the proposed
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implementation concept and contain metadata (title,
subtitle, creator, description, copyright, study-load),
roles (system consumer, system expert), objectives of
activities, prerequisites, content (steps forward, environment including knowledge object, announcement
object, role of information object, etc.), method (steps
towards structure and conditions). According to Hora
and Helton, learning and assessment data needs to be
integrated; therefore, knowledge and competencies
generated through the system and testing modules
are assigned to this database.
• Workflow database. Workflow systems usually
use databases for the general definition of workflows
(workflow templates) and databases, which contain
actual instances or workflow history. The assessment
tools utilized in this system is used to measure group
knowledge of the collaborative processes, quality of
group products and individual’s impacts on collaborative learning.
As the multiplex date base system always gears up
(Xiao et al., 2008), we elaborated the system environment and structure that is able to place data that is
going to increase constantly. The important task is
to create the administrator subsystem, which leads
to simplicity and integration of administration and
author’s subsystems to one application.
4. Algorithm Design
The individual’s development flow algorithm schema
is presented in blocs (Figure 4). The algorithm starts
with “start-registration” field, which is traditionally
constructed for main guidelines: first, let us indicate tested person after finishing testing; second, test
program is designed to present the scores for everybody, who started the registration. The first bloc is
constructed for the participants’ self-assessment and
knowledge tests. There we have determinate learning
objectives and pre-requirements for basic knowledge
that needs to be shown by participants.
After preliminary evaluation, the task of the second
bloc is to evaluate the tested persons and to send
them into adequate group or to the bloc 3 (level 2).
The results of bloc 2 influence other algorithm steps.
The program user can be sent from level 1 (bloc 2)
directly to level 2 (bloc 3) or to “individual phase”
(bloc 4) that improves and develops participant’s
skills as well as grades his results.
There are many tests that can inform participant
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about this performance, but according to prominent reports of the educational research, tests alone cannot
provide comprehensive evaluation (see Hargreaves & Lieberman, 2010). Therefore, in this test algorithm we
realized multiplex intellectual task solving schema with the direct work of user, test program and expert. This
function is marked with dotted lines, which include blocs 5 to 11. The experts (bloc 11) can use discourse analysis to assess the participants’ progress in collaborative process (bloc 13). The expert can use the teem-working
space (block 12) to monitor the process of collaboration: initiate and support discussions, foster tolerance in
consideration of other teammates’ opinions, negotiation of meanings, achievement of consensus, problemsolving, and the issues of time and task management. As proficiency develops in a progressive way, the expert
can modify the task and even return the participants back to the e-courses. Figure 4 represents this algorithm
that realizes multiplex intellectual tasks. The second level is designed in blocs 3, 12 and 13. Group work assessment measures the quantity and quality of participants working as a team. Group work or teamwork is a core
in the collaborative learning. In the simulated situations participants share tasks and decisions-making based
on their previous experience and the knowledge that they got in the e-courses. Group work is measured and
interpreted by the expert; the results of group work are evaluated. When the participant’s evaluation is done,
automated recommendations are presented (bloc 14). A participant can ask for help from the experts.

Figure 4. Assessment Flow in the Learning System
5. Conclusions
The paper described a platform for the development of sustainability competence in the military. The platform
integrates diverse components, such as testing, formal learning, expertise and collaboration among the participants. Special attention was given to the peculiarities of sustainability issues in the military organizations.
Instead of using traditional approach towards sustainability as an interaction of three components – economic
viability, social welfare and environmental protection – we described sustainability in the military as a composition of mission, management of installations and stakeholders, operations and maintenance, environment
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protection and quality of life. According to these categories, e-learning system was created. The core of
the systems is the formal learning curriculum, which
serves as a shell under which a variety of practices can
be introduced to address the desired training objectives. The complex solution was accomplished with
computer-facilitated collaborative learning that enables teamwork, collaboration and peer-assessment.
Computer-facilitated collaborative learning supports
social interaction in the intelligent collaborative
learning system and sustains group work within a variety of decision-making frameworks. Those features
are very important in justice to controversy and difficulty of sustainability in the military actions.
From a technical perspective, we suggest workflow
engine placing at the core of the e-decision support
system. This enables us to generate and manage personalized and adaptable individual recommendation
flows in group learning processes; during the processes of individual recommendation culling, the user
gains an access to subsequent databases of related resources and services. The structure of the system is
kept comparatively simple and self-controlled. The
functions and subsystems reside on a networked
multilevel infrastructure with net connectivity and a
number of databases. The databases are designed to
collect and analyze data about a number of processes
and entities: the task and scenario database, peer review, e-courses database, database of workflow.
The proposed system reflects the need to employ new
interactive methods in the military education. The
system is web-based and involves collaborative activities between participants; additionally, it replays
traditional instruction-centred approach with more
active instruction and develops higher-oriented cognitive skills and competencies of the participants. Today such competencies are needed in military practice because of pressure by social and political environment to adopt and implement decisions based on
the priorities of sustainable development.
However, the proposed system has limitations. First,
it is designed for the first time users only. Clearly
there is a future need to reflect in this system the
continuous growth of the participants’ competence
in sustainability. Therefore, important question for
future development of the system is how content
can be designed to motivate participants to collaborate on knowledge sharing. Second, the concept and
practice of sustainability in the military is changing
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constantly, hence here will be a need to elaborate the
processes of knowledge acquisition into the systems
of diverse sources of information.
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Abstract. International migration has become a key challenge and concern in the European Union (EU) and
most part of the word. On the one hand, the freedom to move to another Member State is the right guaranteed
for all the EU citizens. On the other hand, emigration or immigration is a longstanding concern for policy
makers in many countries. Generally, human capital is one of the future sustainable competitiveness resources.
Moreover, now, as the Lisbon Strategy is being replaced by the new EU strategy Europe 2020 for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth (2010), there is evidence that mobility in the EU will increase. In order to achieve
the goals of the strategy Europe 2020 (2010), especially employment target, the flagship initiative “Youth on
the Move” places a lot of emphasis on mobility as in moving to another country to study, train or work. The
perceptions of this research show that growing mobility can be followed with new migration trends in the future.
Moreover, no single answer to the question what level of migration (emigration or immigration) should be tolerated in the context of sustainable developing economy could be provided. This research not only confirms this
observation and theoretical problem of “sustainable migration” but goes much further by discussing the reasons
why one of the highest emigration rates in the EU happened to be found in Lithuania.
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1. Introduction
The challenge of sustainable development leads to
the mapping new future sustainable competitiveness
resources (Balkytė & Tvaronavičienė 2010). Globalisation increases the need to evaluate the basic factors,
such as land, capital and labour, with a new approach
(Balkytė & Peleckis 2010).
Sustainable economic growth is impossible without
sustainable developing of human capital. The inclusion of every person in the economy is particularly
crucial in the context of globalization, knowledgebased economy and demographical changes.
ISSN 2029-7017 print/ISSN 2029-7025 online

Alas, the impact of the economic crisis has further
deteriorated the employment possibilities in many
European Union (EU) countries. The integration of
people in the labour market is a major policy issue
for the EU and many individual countries. High unemployment rate is seen as having negative impact
not only on people’s financial and social situation but
also for the economic growth and social cohesion at
large as well as for sustainable development. Moreover, as a result, high unemployment levels in some
EU Member States (especially the Baltic countries)
as well as other reasons promote people to emigrate
from the countries.
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On the one hand, the freedom to migrate to another
Member State is a right guaranteed for all EU citizens. From an economic point of view, there is a single market in the EU.
On the other hand, emigration or immigration is
a longstanding concern for policy makers in many
countries. Despite the fact that only 6.4 percent (in
2009) of people in the EU reside in Member States
other than their own (Eurostat 2011), international
migration plays an increasing role in most EU Member States. Some of them (for example, Spain, France,
the United Kingdom) have challenges of the integration of immigrants, other (the Baltic States: Lithuania, Latvia) deal with growing emigration.
Generally, now, as the Lisbon Strategy process is being
replaced by the Europe 2020 strategy (2010), there is
evidence that the mobility in the EU will increase. A
lot of emphasis is placed on mobility (as in moving to
another country to study, train or work) in one of the
flagship initiatives of the European Union strategy Europe 2020 for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth
(2010) – “Youth on the Move” (Balkytė 2011).
Moreover, the new flagship initiative of the Strategy Europe 2020 (2010) “Youth on the Move” call for new research initiatives in the area of mobility issue and evaluation of its impact for the long-term economic growth
for each individual country, especially for small populated countries with small economies like Lithuania.
The aim of this article is to focus on the role of migration for sustainable developing economy. This research looks at the Lithuanian case, in the EU context, specifically at the mobility and migration issues,
providing a summary of recent findings about the
last tendencies as well as new empirical evidence.
Despite the fact that mobility and unemployment is at
the forefront of global policy debates and agendas, there
is a lack of research initiatives of the role of migration
for sustainable developing economy in some countries.

2. Migration in the Global Economy
2.1. Theoretical Explanation and Research Focus

Globalisation increases the need to evaluate the basic
factors, such as land, capital and labour, with a new
approach (Balkytė & Peleckis 2010). An economy’s
output of goods and services depends on the quantities of available inputs, such as capital and labour and
the productivity of those inputs (Abel & Bernanke
1998: 182). The researchers introduce the growing
role of natural resources (Balkytė & Peleckis 2010)
for the future sustainable competitiveness, but sustainable economic growth is also impossible without
sustainable developing of human capital.
Three different research levels can be pointed out
concerning the migration issue: internal migration
(at the EU level), international (external) migration
(from the EU) and local migration in each Member
State. Additionally, two types of research focus can
be indicated depending on the migration issue: emigration and immigration.
Internal migration is human movement within the
borders of a country, usually measured across regional,
district or municipal boundaries (Human Development
Report 2009: 15). From the EU point of view, migration inside the EU is a priority. There is a single market
in the EU and the freedom to move to another Member
State is a right guaranteed for all the EU citizens: “Every
citizen of the Union has the freedom to seek employment, to work, to exercise the right of establishment and
to provide services in any Member State” (Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the European Union 2010).
Migration involves the movement of one’s residence
to another place. In some instances previous residence
may be kept as a secondary residence (Nerb et al. 2009).
International migration is human movement across international borders resulting in a change of a country of
residence (Human Development Report, 2009: 15).

Due to the lack of research in Lithuania and perceptions in the context of migration, it is difficult to
form a clear outlook of emigration extent as well as
its impact on the future economic growth and sustainable development in Lithuania.

According to Sarvutytė and Streimikienė (2010), there
is no single coherent theory of international migration
only a fragmented set of various theories. For example,
Iranzo and Peri (2009) developed a model of international migration that combines technological differences across the countries, trade of differentiated goods
and heterogeneous workers. They applied the model to
East-West European economic integration.

This research not only confirms this observation and
existing problem, but goes much further by showing
where the reasons of one of the highest emigration
rate in the EU are to be found in Lithuania.

Immigration means an action by which a person establishes his or her usual residence in the territory of
a country for a period that is, or is expected to be, at
least twelve months, having previously been a resi-
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dent in another country (Eurostat 2011).
The aspects of immigration are the research objects of
Fangen and Mohn (2010). From a historical point of
view, the interpretation of terms concerning migration issue is different from one society to another. For
example, in France an “immigrant” was formally considered a person in the process of moving. According to French law, one is considered an immigrant
until one receives a residence permit, and foreigner
until naturalized, while in political discourse, an immigrant is a person born abroad who entered France
in order to settle in French territory in a durable way
(Fangen & Mohn 2010, p238). There is also a tendency in Spain for the label “foreigner” to be associated with people coming from rich countries, whereas
“immigrant” is associated with people coming from
poor countries (Fangen & Mohn 2010, p239).
The aspects of return immigration were introduced by Sipavičienė, Gaidys, Dobrynina (2009).
Remigration is the research object of Glinskienė
and Petuškienė (2009); Butkus and Matuzevičiūtė
(2009); Didžgalvytė and Pukelienė (2010).
Emigration means an action by which a person, having previously been a resident in the territory of a
country, ceases to have his or her usual residence in
that country for a period that is, or is expected to be,
at least twelve months (Eurostat 2011).
The problem of brain drain in Lithuania was introduced
by Glinskienė and Petuškienė (2009), Didžgalvytė and
Pukelienė (2010). Daugėlienė and Marcinkevičienė
(2009) have developed the model of factors which stimulate brain circulation (the mobility of highly qualified
persons between motherland and foreign countries).

on mobility (as in moving to another country to study,
train or work) in one of the flagship initiatives of the
strategy – “Youth on the Move” (Europe 2020, 2010).
Despite the fact that mobility issues are at the forefront of high-level policy agendas and different aspects of migration are the research object of researchers, there is a lack of research initiatives of the role of
migration for sustainable developing economy.
Generally, further research and theoretical perceptions
are needed for the evaluation of the one of the sustainable
competitiveness resources – migrating human capital –
impact for future sustainable developing economy in the
EU and each Member State, especially for small populated countries with small economies like Lithuania.
2.2. International Migration: a Comparative
Overview of the Global Tendencies

The share of international migrants in the world population has remained remarkably stable at around 3
percent over the past 50 years despite the factors that
could have been expected to increase the flows. Every
year, more than 5 million people cross international
borders to go and live in a developed country (Human Development Report 2009).
According to Hatton and Williamson (2009), the
European mass migrations before 1914 suggest that
emigration typically traces out what is sometimes
called the “migration hump” and what we call an
“emigration life cycle”.

The research tendencies show that the most productive
approaches are multi-disciplinary. Coleman (2008)
evaluates the effects of migration on the population
dynamics of the European countries. The relationship
between interregional mobility at the municipal level
and the local housing structure was analysed by Bložė
(2009). Jančaitytė et al. (2009: 11) introduced the relationship between migration and globalization (economic, political, information, social and cultural).

Four main groups of countries are usually distinguished in the OECD (Jean et al. 2010) based on
their migration background. Firstly, traditional settlement countries (Australia, Canada, New Zealand and
the United States of America) are nations essentially
built as a result of immigration and continue to admit significant numbers of newcomers for permanent
residence. The second group is formed from the European states with post-war labour recruitment (Austria,
Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg, Norway, Sweden
and Switzerland). Thirdly, in other Northern European states (Belgium, France, the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom), most immigrants came from
former colonies. Finally, new immigration countries
(Italy, Greece, Portugal and Spain) which have only
recently begun to experience net inflows of migrants.

The term “mobility” is used in the new European Union (EU) strategy Europe 2020 for smart, sustainable
and inclusive growth (2010). A lot of emphasis is placed

Currently, 6.4 percent (2009) of persons in the population of the EU are not citizens of their country of
residence (Eurostat 2011). However, situations differ

Roman and Voicu (2010) introduced some socioeconomic effects of labour migration on sending
countries (Romania).
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across the countries (Table 1).
Table 1. Non-nationals among Residents
(Percentage of Population, 2009) (Source: Eurostat 2011)
Percent of
population
≤2
(2 – 5]

(5 – 10]

(10 –15]
(15 – 20]
> 20

EU Member States
Poland (0.10), Romania (0.10), Bulgaria
(0.30), Slovakia (1.00), Lithuania (1.20),
Hungary (1.90)
Finland (2.70), Slovenia (3.50), the Czech
Republic (3.90), the Netherlands (3.90),
Portugal (4.20), Malta (4.40), the United
Kingdom (6.60 in 2008)
Denmark (5.80), France (5.80), Sweden
(5.90), European Union (27 countries)
(6.40), Italy (6.50), Greece (8.30),
Germany (8.80), Belgium (9.10 in 2008),
Austria (10.30)
Ireland (11.30), Spain (12.30)
Estonia (16.00), Cyprus (16.10), Latvia
(17.19)
Luxembourg (43.50)

International migration plays an increasing role in
most EU Member States. Net migration (Fig. 1)
means the difference between immigration to and
emigration from a given area during a year (net migration is positive when there are more immigrants
than emigrants and negative when there are more
emigrants than immigrants) (Eurostat 2011).

Figure 1. Net International Migration of the EU Member
States (per 1000 Population), 2009 Source: Eurostat 2011
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According to Eurostat (2011), Lithuania had one of
the highest net negative migration (-4.7 in 2009) in
the EU, and in 2009, net negative migration from
Lithuania was three times the 2007 level. Lithuania
is not a major destination for asylum seekers. In contrast, Spain, Germany and the United Kingdom received more than half of all immigrants in the EU.
Even in the current crisis astonishing number of job
vacancies remain unfilled and intra-EU job mobility can help match better labour market needs and
improve human capital deployment (Social Agenda
2010: 27). Eurobarometer survey found that 17 percent of the Europeans envisage working abroad in
the future and 48 percent would consider looking
for work in another country or region if they were
to lose their job. The majority of mobile people in
the EU are between 25 and 34 years (Youth on the
Move 2010).
Moreover, it is clear that negative net-migration rate
(higher emigration level) can be expected in countries with high unemployment level (Table 2).
Table 2. Total Unemployment Rate in the EU Member
States, 2010 (Source: Eurostat 2011)
Total unemployment rate
EU Member States
(percent)
≤5
Austria (4.2), the Netherlands (4.3),
Luxembourg (4.6)
(5 – 10]
Germany (6.5), Malta (6.5), Cyprus
(6.9), the Check Republic (7.2),
Romania (7.4), Denmark (7.7), Belgium
(7.8), Sweden (7.8), the United Kingdom
(7.9), Slovenia (8.0), Finland (8.0), Italy
(8.4), European Union (27 countries)
(9.6), France (9.6), Poland (9.7)
(10 –15]
Portugal (11.2), Hungary (11.3),
Bulgaria (11.5), Slovakia (14.0), Greece
(14.1), Estonia (14.3), Ireland (14.8)
(15 – 20]
Latvia (17.3), Lithuania (17.3)
> 20
Spain (20.4)

Any future mobility is likely to be a positive development in the countries (Germany and Austria) in
particular those which have the lowest unemployment rates and high numbers of job vacancies. Workers from eight Member States that joined the EU in
2004 (the Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia and Slovakia) finally
enjoy full rights. The restrictions on the right to work
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in any Member State for the citizens were removed
since May 2011.
Generally, internal migration or mobility is seen as a
positive phenomenon for the EU, but the additional
research is needed to evaluate the possible impact of
the growing number of mobile people for the future
migration and the long-term effect for the individual
country, especially with growing emigration trends
(for example, Lithuania).
3. Emigration versus Immigration: Lithuania in
the EU Context
3.1. Migration Balance in Lithuania

Emigration continues to dominate migration in
Lithuania (Fig. 2). International migration statistics
accounts all persons who depart from the Republic of
Lithuania to another state or arrive to the Republic
of Lithuania from another state with the intention
to stay in the new place for permanent residence for
a period longer than 12 months based on the data
of the declaration of the place of residence and the
results of a survey on undeclared emigration (Demographic Yearbook 2009: 7).

Figure 2. Evolution of International Migration
in Lithuania Sources: Lithuanian Statistics (2011)

Lithuania is a sending country and one of the labour
resources for the European labour market.

Table 3. Average Migration in Lithuania per Day
(Lithuanian Statistics 2011)
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Emigrants
42
43
35
38
47
60
227
Immigrants
15
19
21
24
25
18
14
Net migration -27
-24
-14
-14
-22
-42 -213
(per day)

In 2010, net negative migration from Lithuania was
four times the 2009 level. 83 157 people emigrated
from Lithuania in 2010, i.e. about 61 thousands
more than in 2009.
Lithuania is not a major destination for immigrants.
In 2010, 5 213 immigrants were in Lithuania, i.e. 1
274 people less than in 2009. In 2010, on average,
1.6 immigrants were per 1000 population in Lithuania (in 2009 – 1.9 and in 2008 – 2.8). In 2010, about
78 thousand more people emigrated from Lithuania
comparing to the number of immigrants.
The structure of the emigrants who have declared
their departure from Lithuania by age groups confirms that Lithuania is losing young people mostly
(Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).

Figure 3. Emigrants who Declared their Departure
from Lithuania (by age), 2004-2010
Source: authors, Lithuanian Statistics (2011)

According to the Lithuanian Statistics (2011), during
the period of 2004–2010 (starting with the Lithuania’s membership in the EU), 179 333 people emigrated from Lithuania and 49 693 people immigrated. Net migration was negative (-129 640 people).
In 2010, Lithuania had on average 25.3 emigrants
per 1000 population, i.e. about four times more than
in 2009 (6.6 emigrants per 1000 population) (International Migration of the Lithuanian Population
2009: 60). According to the Lithuanian Statistics
(2011), on average 227 people (in 2010) emigrated
from Lithuania every day (Table 3).

Figure 4. Structure of Emigrants who Declared their
Departure from Lithuania (by Age), 2004-2010
Source: authors, Lithuanian Statistics (2011)
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Most emigration flows are directed to the United
Kingdom, Ireland, Germany, Spain, United States
and other countries (Lithuanian Statistics 2011).
3.2. Reasons for Migration

From a policy point of view, it is important to know
whether theories that are known are suitable for explaining emigration or immigration, which observed.
There is a rather broad spectrum of explanations, provided by researchers of the field, e.g., Urbonavičienė
and Tvaronavičienė (2008), Simanavičienė and
Užkurytė (2009), Stulgienė and Daunorienė (2009),
Jančaitytė et al. (2009: 14), Sarvutytė and Streimikienė
(2010), Didžgalvytė and Pukelienė (2010), etc.
According to Lucas (2005), there seems to be a widespread agreement that differences in economic opportunities across countries do play a part in shaping migration patterns. There is less agreement about
which components of these opportunities matter. A
number of dimensions of the gap in economic opportunities between the sending and receiving countries were noted by Lucas (2005: 53).
Movement within and between nations is predominantly driven by the search for better opportunities.
Most migrants, internal and international, reap gains
in the form of higher incomes, better access to education and health, and improved prospects for their
children (Human Development Report 2009). In
the future, migrants could also move for ecological
reasons, related, for example, to natural disasters due
to the climate change (The World in 2025, 2009).
Potential migrants evaluate their possibilities in a
country: current situation, future perspectives and
their individual opportunities. Generally, migrants
are driven primarily by economic reasons (in some
countries by political instability).
First of all, the main reasons for emigration are related
to labour and material well-being determined by the
country’s economic and financial situation. For example, emigration from Lithuania is particularly induced by the current situation in the labour market:
high unemployment rate, decline in employment,
long-term unemployment and low level of wages.
In terms of total unemployment, it increased dramatically from 4.3 percent (2007) to 17.3 percent
(2010) in Lithuania (Eurostat 2011). The average
unemployment rate in the EU was 9.6 in 2010 (Eurostat 2011). Among the Member States, the lowest
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unemployment rates were recorded in Austria (4.2
percent), the Netherlands (4.3 percent) and Luxembourg (4.6 percent), and the highest unemployment
rates were in Spain (20.4 percent), Lithuania (17.3
percent) and Latvia (17.3 percent) (Table 2).
The research findings confirm the relationship between the unemployment rate and emigration (Fig.
5). 85 percent of emigrants (aged over 15) in 2010
were unemployed longer than 1 year (in 2009 – 81
percent) (International Migration of the Lithuanian
Population 2009: 60).

Figure 5. Relationship between Unemployment
Rate and Emigration in Lithuania Source: authors,
Lithuanian Statistics (2011), Eurostat (2011)

Youth (under 25 years) unemployment rates (21 percent in 2010 in the EU) are generally much higher
than unemployment rates for the whole population.
Moreover, youth unemployment rate in Lithuania
is one of the highest in the EU, reaching 37.6 percent in 2010 (Eurostat 2011). As a result, it might be
those who are at risk of leaving the country.
Lithuania has relatively few job vacancies and longterm unemployment and exclusion is increasing rapidly. Youth employment in Lithuania is relatively low
(21.5 percent in 2010) compared to 35.2 percent
(2010) in the EU (Eurostat 2011). The EU countries
with the largest numbers of job finders are Germany,
France, Spain, the United Kingdom, Italy, Poland
and Sweden (European Vacancy Monitor 2010).
Additionally, the higher education reform has significantly restricted access to higher education in Lithuania. Youth is unwilling to take scholarship loans and
often prefers studies abroad instead (Gruževskis &
Blažienė 2010).
Youth unemployment rate is reduced by youth emigration to foreign countries. On the one side, in this
context, the emigration might have a positive effect
on the employment rate in Lithuania.
On the other side, a negative effect according to De-
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mography Report 2008…(2009) is that the population in Lithuania is expected to shrink considerably
and the old-age dependency ratio will increase in line
with that of the EU as a whole. Moreover, the life
expectancy in Lithuania is significantly lower than
the EU average, particularly for men.
Secondly, socio-economic inequalities have increased
in the EU. This increase happened during the period
of economic growth. Economic modernization and
labour market deregulation has resulted in the employment polarization and widening earning inequalities (Why Socio-Economic Inequalities…2010: 44).
Income is one of the dimensions of the status in society, but income inequality increased in Lithuania
and is one of the highest in the EU (Skučienė 2008).
Different national minimum wages and wage setting
mechanisms exist in the most of the countries. For example, in Lithuania, average annual gross earnings in
manufacturing, construction and service enterprises
are lower than in other EU Member States (except
for Romania and Bulgaria). In Denmark and Luxemburg they were 7 times, in the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands and Germany – almost 6 times higher
than in Lithuania (International Migration of the
Lithuanian Population 2009, p60). Net minimum
wage in Lithuania is equal to EUR 197 and approximately 20 percent of all the employees receive the
minimum wage (Gruževskis & Blažienė 2010).
General well-being in the country plays an important
role. The important factor is the general poverty level
in a country. For example, in 2009, 20.6 percent of
the Lithuanian population lived below the at-riskof-poverty threshold. In urban areas, the at-risk-ofpoverty rate was 14.7 percent, and in rural areas it
constituted 32.7 percent.
Thirdly, general tendencies, policy context and economic outlook play an increasing role for the decisions of potential migrants.
Theories that emphasize purely economic factors fail
to capture the broader social framework in which decisions to migrate are taken (Human Development
Report 2009). The data of outlook formulate the expectations and increase the psychological reasons as
driving forces for emigration from Lithuania, especially of youth.
According to Eurostat (2011), the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita in Purchasing Power
Standards (PPS) in Lithuania is 55 (2009), i. e. twice

lower than the average of the EU. In contrast, this
value in the United States is 146 (2009), Norway –
178 (2009). The volume index of the GDP per capita
in PPS is expressed in relation to the European Union (EU-27) average set to equal 100. If the index of
a country is higher than 100, this country’s level of
the GDP per head is higher than the EU average and
vice versa (Eurostat 2011).
Vasiliauskas (2010) analysed the double gap of
Lithuania’s GDP in PPS comparing to the average
EU level and Lithuania’s possibilities to reach the average level of the EU.
According to Vasiliauskas (2010), Lithuania could
reach the average of the GDP in PPS of the EU (in a
case of 2 percent GDP of the EU growth each year)
with 3 percent of the GDP growth each year only
in 71 year. It means that each year Lithuania should
grow 1 percent more than the EU.
In order to implement the Europe 2020 Strategy,
special new programme – Lithuania: National Reform Programme (2011) – was adopted by the Government of the Republic of Lithuania. Lithuania
commits to reduce the number of individuals living
at risk of poverty or social exclusion from the current
984 000 (in 2008) to 814 000 by 2020. This figure
includes the population experiencing severe material
deprivation and (or) the population whose equivalised disposable income is below 60 percent of the
median equivalised disposable income and (or) people living in jobless households (Lithuania: National
Reform Programme 2011). This long-term goal of
Lithuania formulates the expectations and can create
the new psychological reasons as driving forces for
emigration, especially comparing this quantitative
target to the total number of population (3 329 039
in 2010 (Eurostat2011) (Fig. 6), i.e. it is expected
that over 20 percent of individuals will live at risk of
poverty in 2020 in Lithuania after the implementation of the National Reform Programme (2011).
According to Marques (2010), the factors increasing
migration inflows into the EU-15 are the average income level and the own migrant community in the
destination country, the existence of common language and border, and the implementation of liberal
immigration policies.
With regard to the economic theories of commuting,
it has to be reasoned that “push factors”, (unfavourable economic indicators that cause an outflow of
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workforce) have less importance in causing mobility
trends than “pull effects” (the attraction of markets of
destination). Thus, income advantages and better job
profiles in the region of destination outweigh high
unemployment rates and recession in the region of
origin in explaining the clear majority of commuting streams – a large majority of which come from
economically strong countries like France, Germany
or Belgium. Nevertheless, cross-border commuting
cannot be explained using economic indicators exclusively (Nerb et al. 2009).
Migration is influenced by a combination of economic, political and social factors, either in a migrant’s country of origin (“push factors”) or in the
country of destination (“pull factors”); the relative
economic prosperity and political stability of the EU
are thought to exert a considerable pull effect on immigrants (Key Figures on Europe 2011: 44).
Infrastructural accessibility has been identified as an
important factor of a region’s potential on cross-border mobility. Housing prices can exercise particular
“pull-effects” by reason of considerable differences
in the cross-national real estate and renting situation
(Nerb et al. 2009).
Additionally, without economical and psychological
reasons, various policy initiatives (for example, flagship initiative “Youth on the Move”) at the EU level
stimulate migration by creating more possibilities for
migration, especially for youth. Increased mobility
is also due to increasingly open borders and more
comparable education systems (Youth on the Move
2010). It is a positive phenomenon for the EU-27,
but negative aspects are seen for some Member States,
for example, Lithuania. Of course, it depends on the
policy context and the final Lithuania role is seen at
the EU level and global economy.
In the light of emigration trends, the Economic Migration Regulation Strategy (2007) was adopted by
the Government of the Republic of Lithuania, aiming at reducing net migration to zero by 2012. Alas,
the statistical data and current emigration trends in
Lithuania emphasize that this strategy is not effective
and the impact of this strategy is not enough. Without solving the main economic problems and reducing poverty level in Lithuania this kind of migration
regulation strategies will stay only declarative.
Generally, different policy initiatives alone will have
only limited success in regulating migration if they
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are not articulated with the policies that address wider economic and social inequalities.
It is always better to live in a more equal place
(Wilkinson & Pickett 2010).
4. Perceptions of Mobility Role in Economy
Growth and Sustainable Development

International migration has become the key factor in
the European population growth (EU Youth Report
2009) and dominant factor determining the size,
rate of change, and composition of most European
countries (Coleman 2008). In many western European countries population increase is driven primary
by international migration not natural increase (the
excess of births over deaths) (Coleman 2008).
Recent forecasts have predicted that without an
important inflow of immigrants (The World in
2025…,2009), the European workforce will shrink
significantly form as early as 2012. The decrease of
active population has already begun in many regions
of Europe (for example, Lithuania) (Fig.6, Table 4).

Figure 6. Total Population in Lithuania, 2004-2010
Source: Eurostat (2011)

According to the demographic projections of Eurostat (2011), at the beginning of 2060, the estimated population of Lithuania will amount to 2547.7
thousand persons.
Table 4. Population Statistics (per Day)
(Lithuanian Statistics 2011)
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Births
Deaths
Net migration

83
113

84
120

86
123

89
127

96
120

100
115

97
115

-27

-24

-14

-14

-22

-42

-213

Looking towards 2025, the most fundamental and
difficult problem in Europe will be low birth rate (in
the world as a whole, currently there are 21 births per
thousand each year; in the United States – 14; in Eu-
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rope – 10) (The World in 2025…2007). With these
twin trends, the working-age population in Europe
will decline sharply, both in absolute and proportional terms (The World in 2025…2007). In 2025,
the population of the European Union will account
only for 6.5 percent of the world population. The
Union will count the highest proportion of people
older than 65 years old in the world (30 percent of
the population) (The World in 2025…2009).
If maintained, such trends will have deep-seated effects on all the aspects of the European life including
pensions, transport, housing, etc. Actions will have
to be taken to make Europe attractive compared to
the rest of the world in order to attract and retain
skilled workers and to reverse the brain-drain (The
World in 2025…2007).
Calculations by the OECD (2011) demonstrate that
on average, in the absence of migration, there will be
30 percent more exits than entries to the workingage population of high-income OECD countries in
the year 2020. In German and Poland, this figure
will exceed 70 percent (Liebig 2011).
A problem common to all the Member States is
formulated as “labour market mismatch”. The mismatches reflect the difference between the supply and
demand for jobs, the existing skills of those willing
and able to work, and the business needs. A possible
way to deal with this is to encourage labour mobility between the countries and regions (European Job
Mobility Bulletin 2010).
From the economic perspective, unemployment in
Lithuania may be viewed as unused labour capacity.
Lithuania is in the 47 place according to the Global
Competitiveness Index (2010–2011), provided by
the World Economic Forum, covering 139 countries
(Schwab 2010), or in the 43 place (2010) according to the annual World Competitiveness Yearbook
(2010) published by the Institute for Management
Developments (IMD), with the coverage of 58 economies (Garelli 2010).
At general level, job mobility helps to make labour
markets in Europe more adaptable, creating more
job opportunities and better matching people with
jobs (Social Agenda 2010: 9). In the European single
market, the availability of highly qualified individuals with the experience of living in different Member
States is vital for smart and sustainable growth. IntraEU job mobility can help match better labour mar-

ket needs and improve human capital deployment
(Social Agenda 2010: 9).
On the one hand, as pointed out by Jean et al. (2010),
the existing studies suggest that the employment impact of immigration is relatively small. According to
Jean et al. (2010), at aggregate level, an increase in
the share of immigrants in the labour force increases
unemployment of natives, but this impact is temporary and vanishes between four and nine years after
the shock. Beyond this transitory period, the level of
the share of immigrants in the labour force does not
influence significantly the natives’ unemployment.
On the other hand, according to Iranzo and Peri
(2009), from the world perspective international restrictions on labour mobility are of the most costly
economic distortions. As argued by Iranzo and Peri
(2009), the lower barriers to migration would result
in significant migration of skilled workers from the
Eastern European countries. The migration of skilled
workers from these countries would not only benefit the migrants and most Western European workers but, via trade, it would also benefit the workers
remaining in Eastern Europe. As for immigration, it
brings both economic and social opportunities and
challenges to the countries receiving immigrants.
Now, as the Lisbon Process is being replaced by the
new EU strategy Europe 2020 of smart, sustainable
and inclusive growth (2010), there is evidence that
the mobility in the EU will increase. The EU ambition is to reach the employment target of 75 percent.
In order to achieve the goals of the new EU strategy
Europe 2020 (2010), especially employment target,
the flagship initiative “Youth on the Move” places a
lot of emphasis on mobility, as in moving to another
country to study, train or work.
Migrants can bring broader economic benefits, including higher rates of innovation (Human Development Report 2009). For example, the US attempts to
promote skilled migration.
Despite the fact that growing mobility should have
positive effect on the EU labour market, at the same
time, the impact of migration for the individual
countries can be different.
Iranzo and Peri (2009) acknowledge that the cost
of losing the best educated workers is considered
to be high for the sending countries. Highly skilled
migrants normally make a large fiscal contribution,
whereas unskilled migrants are likely to impose a
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cost on native taxpayers if they settle in the receiving
country (Rowthorn 2008).

tion (emigration or immigration) should be tolerated
in the context of sustainable developing economy.

According to Čekanavičius and Kasnauskienė (2009),
the real task is not to prevent migration but to promote and strengthen its positive impact for both
sending and receiving country. Optimal emigration
would be achieved at the point when its marginal
benefit equals marginal cost.

There is evidence that the mobility in the EU will increase. Moreover, growing mobility can be followed
by the new migration trends in the future. Shortterm mobility has potential to become a long-term
migration.

The research area of Carling (2008) includes the determinants of migrant remittances. Sipavičienė, Gaidys and Dobrynina (2009) propose to pay attention
to another type of migration – “virtual return“, that
is migrants’ participation in social, economical, cultural and other lives of original country while physically remaining abroad. Although such returns do
not affect the size of population, their economic and
social benefits can be significant.
Recent research work confirms the finding that the
acceptable level of migration in the EU could be understood as “sustainable migration” (Fig. 7).

Emigration

Sustainable
migration

Immigration

Figure 7. Principal Scheme of
“Sustainable migration” Source: authors

Finally, as already mentioned, there exists no single
answer to the question, what level of emigration or
immigration should be tolerated. Moreover, even in
the case of intra-EU mobility, there is no outlook for
individual EU Member States’ long-term economic
growth in the context of sustainable development.
Future research areas should cover these issues in order to develop the model of “sustainable migration”.

Generally, internal mobility or migration is seen as
a positive phenomenon for the EU, but there is no
outlook for individual EU Member States’ long-term
economic growth in the context of sustainable development. The additional research is needed to evaluate
the possible impact of the growing number of mobile
people for the future migration and the long-term effect for the individual country, especially for sparsely
populated countries with small economies and growing emigration trends (for example, Lithuania).
Lithuania is a sending country and is not a major
destination for immigrants (Lithuania had one of the
highest net negative migration (-4.7 in 2009) in the
EU). The decrease of active population has already
begun in Lithuania.
The emigration trends in Lithuania reveal that Economic Migration Regulation Strategy (2007), adopted by the Government of the Republic of Lithuania,
has limited impact on the migration regulation.
The research findings confirm the relationship between unemployment rate and emigration. Negative
net-migration rate (higher emigration level) can be
expected in the countries with high unemployment
level. Intra-EU job mobility can help better match
labour market needs, but the cost of losing the best
educated workers is considered to be high for the
sending countries.

The findings of the research point us towards the
conclusion, that sustainable economic growth is impossible without sustainable developing of human
capital.

Reducing high unemployment, especially of youth,
should be the centrepiece of the policy in Lithuania.
Moreover, the reasons for migration are economic
and psychological. Socio-economic inequalities have
increased in the EU. Policy makers and future researchers should take into account the fact that “it is
always better to live in more equal place” (Wilkinson
& Pickett 2010).

Despite the fact that there is a single market in the
EU and the freedom to move to another Member
State is the right guaranteed for all the EU citizens,
the perceptions of this research show that there exist
no simple answer to the question what level of migra-

The acceptable level of migration in the EU could be
understood as “sustainable migration”. There exists a
need to evaluate the relationships between mobility
and migration as well as to develop the new models
of “sustainable migration”.

5. Conclusions
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Abstract. Technical and fundamental analyses are the two investment making decisions widely spread all around
the world. The financial crisis of 2008-2009 had a negative impact on the decisions of the Lithuanian investors
to choose stock as the best investment option. However, national economics is cyclical and after recession recovery follows. Production volumes are anticipated to increase seeing that analysts forecast further GDP growth.
Due to this reason, additional funding for the successful performance of enterprises will be required. Therefore,
financial resources must be attracted by issuing new volumes of stocks. On the other hand, the successful performance of an issuer has a positive influence on the stock price in the market which is the subject of forecast
made by the investors of Lithuania. Positive changes of stock prices in the market are partially influenced by the
expectations of investors that stock prices will grow rapidly in the future. However, this feature is not known
and can only be forecasted using different econometric models. At the theoretical level scientists disagree about
the effectiveness of the methods used by the Lithuanian investors. Recently technical and fundamental analyses
became popular among investors, though there is not much research done in order to test the effectiveness of the
applicability of these methods in the Lithuanian stock market. With reference to the above mentioned information, this research is aimed to determine whether it is possible to forecast stock prices by estimating the financial
ratios of a particular company. Due to this reason, a link between the return of a stock price and the financial
ratios of the selected companies will be evaluated using correlation and covariance as the main analytical tools.
Appropriate conclusions and suggestions are provided after obtaining reliable empirical results.
Keywords: Fundamental Analysis, Stock Price, Lithuanian Stock Market, Correlation, Covariance, Finance, Ratio.
Reference to this paper should be made as follows: Dzikevičius, A.; Šaranda, S. 2011. Can financial ratios help
to forecast stock prices?, Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues 1(2): 147–157.
JEL Classifications: G1, G12, G15, G2, G30.

1. Introduction
The year 2007 was critical for the Lithuanian financial
markets and its economic stability. Volatile macroeconomic environment influenced the decrease of credit rating. Stock prices reacted expeditiously to the global and
national changes in the economic environment and, as
a result, NASDAQ OMX Vilnius index increased only
by 4.4% (Securities Commission, 2007) in 2007.
In the course of the year 2008, the index decreased
by 65% (Securities Commission, 2008). Such changes in stock prices were caused not only by the deteriorative situation of the national economy but also
by the worse financial results of enterprises. Unfavourable economic conditions in Lithuania led to
ISSN 2029-7017 print/ISSN 2029-7025 online

negative expectations from investors. Downturn was
observed in all segments of the Lithuanian financial
instruments market. Stock market downturn was affected by the constrained exit of some market players
who had invested borrowed finance. Consequently,
the total turnover of the stock market was 2.2 times
lower than in 2007, i.e. LTL 1.8 billion. During the
year 2009 financial markets tended to recover after
the unsuccessful period of the financial crisis in 2008.
NASDAQ OMX Vilnius index increased by 46.04%
(Securities Commission, 2009) because of the rising
stock prices. That positive trend in the stock market
was probably supported by the ameliorative expectations of investors associated with the prospects of
national economy. In 2009 OMX Vilnius Exchange
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turnover amounted to LTL 3.2 billion, 77.78% more
compared to the year 2008.
Financial crisis and the related fluctuations of national economy have proved that investment is a very
risky money-saving tool. Investors assess probable
return and risk level and select the most appropriate investment technique. The rapid development
of financial markets, especially security, determined
the increased interest of investors in the theories and
models of stock pricing, e.g. technical and fundamental analyses, the evaluation of the influence of
environmental factors.
One of these theories, known as a classical pricing
theory, is supported by the fact that the price of stock
is affected by fundamental factors. Therefore, fundamental analysis can be described as the research of
price trends with respect to macroeconomic variables
and is widely used by the Lithuanian investors. In
this light, fundamental analysis can be treated as an
effective tool for a long-term investment decision
making.
In Lithuania investment management is quite a new
scientific trend because its stock market was formed
and started to develop only 20 years ago. The independence of the Republic of Lithuania was restored
in 1991, thus the legal base of the stock market was
created only at that time, following the establishment
of appropriate financial institutes. This explains the
fact why the Lithuanian stock market is not suitable to apply innovative and widely used theoretical
investment models. Furthermore, due to the global
financial crisis of 2008-2009, the investment into
the stocks of companies decreased rapidly. Therefore,
the present situation stimulates to examine the possibilities of applying the fundamental analysis in the
Lithuanian stock market. The main problem is that
not all fundamental factors reflect the current economic situation, the performance of a sector or the
financial situation of a company. The Lithuanian scientists mostly investigate macroeconomic issues and
propose to use certain indicators. However, sometimes
these indicators are treated controversially. Therefore,
such cross-purposes at the theoretical level encourage to establish whether it is possible to apply the
fundamental analysis in the Lithuanian stock market. Moreover, the previous research of the authors
of this paper (Dzikevičius, Šaranda & Kravcionok,
2010; Dzikevičius & Šaranda, 2010; Dzikevičius &
Šaranda, 2011) imply that technical analysis can be
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used in order to predict the trends in stock market
but it cannot be treated as an appropriate measure
for each stock market. It was concluded that one of
the widely spread technical methods – moving average – provides more accurate results to forecast
price movements in the Baltic States rather than in
the U.S. The latest research of the same authors on
the issues of technical analysis revealed that the largest OMX stock market fluctuations can be foreseen
due to exponential moving average intersections in
the course of several different periods. The above
mentioned conclusions raised a new issue to investigate, i.e. whether the mix of technical and functional
analyses is a suitable tool to predict financial market
bubbles.
Thus the main objective of this research paper is to
determine a link between the stock market prices of
the enterprises listed on NASDAQ OMX Vilnius
Exchange and the financial data provided in the financial statements. The object of the research is the
Lithuanian enterprises listed on the official Baltic
equity list. With the purpose to conclude which enterprises are most likely to be profitable and should
be selected constraining effective investment portfolio, correlation and covariance analysis is used as the
main methodology of the research.

2. Literature Review on Fundamental Analysis
Issues
Nowadays econometrics allows us to apply some
methods in order to forecast stock prices, however,
as practice shows, not all of these methods are effective. Marshall et al. (2007) and other scientists
concluded that stock market return can be predicted
but the traders cannot profit from it. Hartmann et
al. (2008) implies that investors are able to forecast
stock market and the return in real time using different forecast methods. For that reason one of the
most popular methods used is a technical analysis
approach. In the opinion of Dzikevičius, Šaranda &
Kravcionok (2010), technical analysis continually
causes disputes on the effectiveness of the moving average issues. Much scientific research has been done
in order to forecast financial markets, especially stock
markets. The results are obtained after investigating
weak-form markets with the aim to establish the interdependence between present and future prices.
On the contrary, fundamental analysis is based on
the accurate analysis of the economic and financial
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performance of the issuers. The analysis is based on
the assumptions that the real stock value influences
the market price of this investment tool. Such value
is determined by macroeconomic, microeconomic
and issuer factors. At the microeconomic level the
effective functionality of the stock market permits to
attract the necessary capital. At the macroeconomic
level the stock market allows to accumulate and allocate the capital effectively. Due to this reason the
national budget increases (Pekarskienė, 2001).
In spite of this, fundamental analysis is supported by
setting the value of the company, estimating revenue,
costs and profit, evaluating dividends, the possibility of development etc., i.e. the internal value of a
company is held as the main concept of the analysis.
Referring to that information, an investor can set the
value which can be compared to the current stock
price. As a result this type of analysis is aimed to
foreknow the long-term fundamental factors. It includes three main types of analysis: economic analysis, sector analysis and company analysis (Nagano et
al. 2005). Cibulskienė & Grigaliūnienė state (2006)
that the opposition of the fundamental analysis criticises this effective market hypothesis. They think that
an investor needs to evaluate not only qualitative but
also quantitative factors which can influence stock
value and market price.
Valakevičius (2007) states that fundamental analysis should include the element of seasonality while
some ratios increase or decrease due to a certain season. Hence the information can be used in a twofold
way. Firstly, to prepare the overall reliable development scenario and enunciate its results and, secondly,
while investigating the specific sectors or companies
with the purpose to annotate how they can be influenced by the economic events (Nagano et al., 2003).
In Western Europe investors face instability of the
emerging financial markets that is influenced by the
political situation of the country (Bistrova & Lace,
2010). Generally, theoretical models aimed to forecast stock prices or returns are substantiated by the
neoclassical model of asset pricing which states that
there are some ratios which can explain the volatility
of stock return or price. It should be noted that some
macroeconomic variables are also a powerful tool to
forecast the above mentioned values (Grigaliūnienė
& Cibulckienė, 2010).
During the period of 1995-2005 a poor interest related
to fundamental analysis at the theoretical level existed

in Lithuania. Butkutė & Moscinskas (1998) analysed
the issues related to the effectiveness of the Lithuanian capital market. Vasiliauskaitė & Lakstutienenė
(1998) and Rasimavičius & Nedzveckas did research
in order to analyse the general processes related to
capital market. In 2001 Pekarskienė determined the
ratios which reflect the situation in the Lithuanian
stock market. This author evaluated the influence of
the macroeconomic environment on the stock turnover in the market. In 2004 Tvaronavičienė & Rafael
performed the first research in Lithuania which was
aimed to analyse the activities of investors.
During the period of 2005-2008, Lithuanian economics tended to grow influencing financial markets to rise
too. Such situations motivated scientists to perform
new analyses and research on the issues of fundamental analysis and to study the influence of information
on stock prices and the related volatility (Table 1).
Nevertheless, the relationship among the macroeconomic indicators is a negotiable issue. Agrawalla &
Tuteja (2007) and Padhan (2007) researched the relationship between the macroeconomic variables and
stock prices in the Indian market. Some scientists
(Lin et al., 2007) analysed the empirical links among
the real economics reflected by GDP and the production volumes and the stock price in the biggest Asian
countries. Elleuch (2007) investigated the general
strategies of the fundamental analysis. The results of
the study revealed that historical financial data cabe
used in order to improve the distribution of the expected return in the future. Other results prove that
foreign investors buy and sell the stock of production
companies using the fundamental analysis as the basis
for the investment decision making. Leverage, profitability and solvency are the ratios that are considered
by investors (Saraç 2007). Brickner, Brown & Mying (2007) established that the revenue of a company
cannot clarify the abnormal returns of such issuer’s
stock, though financial indicators are treated to be
very valuable because they explain the revenue of the
companies mentioned above. Such conclusions reflect
the expectations related to the financial indicators of
value in the context of certain environment.
Edirisinghe & Zhang (2007) developed the DEA
model in order to analyse the financial reports of a
company and to determine the financial indicators in
the course of fundamental analysis. This information
can be used with the purpose to forecast stock prices.
Lewellen (2010) criticises the main five objects of the
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fundamental analysis, such as risk, forecasted capital costs, transaction costs, size of a company and Mishkin
test. Anderson et al. (2007) state that the evaluation of the ratios related to sales and operating costs is a regular
element in the context of fundamentals analysis.
Abdel-Azim, Mohamed & Eldomiaty (2007) revealed that the disclosure of the financial data can be used as
an indicator in the course of stock price forecast in the Egyptian markets. Two years earlier, Eldomiaty (2005)
investigated the fundamental analysis in the course of three level values. He determined that financial data is
quite an informative tool for shareholders. Additionally, the sensitivity test anticipates that the balance sheets
are not as informative as an investor would expect. Controversially, P&L and the financial ratios of a company
can be informative if they are applied as a common integrated form of model.
Author
D. Lekavičienė,
R. Stasys
M. Tvaronavičienė,
J. Michailova
V. Darskuviernė,
J. Sakalytė
R. Boreikia,
D. Plinkus
J., Lace,
N. Bistrova

Year

Description of the research done
The results showed that the activity of a stock market is closely related to legal acts, EU regional
politics, capital movement, competitive environment and the policy of a specific sector. When
2005
considering the results of the stock market it has to be noted that fundamental and/or technical
analysis should be performed.
2006 The influence of different factors on the stock market was evaluated.
2006
2009

2009

S. Danilenko
2009
E.Racickas,
A. Vasiliauskaitė
D. Plinkus

2010
2010

The scientists evaluated the reaction of the stock index to the different information provided
by mass media.
The scientists investigated what factors have an impact on the profitably of the performance of
the Lithuanian companies. They determined that macroeconomic factors have a direct impact
on the behaviour of the stock market. Furthermore, they presume that each macroeconomic
ratio is very important when analysing the dynamics of stock prices.
In this article the issues related to equity structure were analysed as they were treated as a key
element to the fundamental analysis. The research results allowed to claim that this analysis
does not generate major alpha values.
It was determined that the economic indicators, such as GBP, export and import volumes, and
direct investments can be externalised by three factors: the first component shows relationship
with direct investments, another one relates to the changes of construction prices and average
salaries, and the last one characterises GDP and inflation rates.
One of the ratios of the depth of the general financial crisis was established. That is a stock
market indicator and its observation allows to determine the current situation in the stock
market.
The results of the research revealed that some of the macroeconomic ratios can be used as an
indicator of stock returns in the Lithuanian market, whereas OMX Vilnius index can be used
as the main indicator reflecting macroeconomic ratios.

Table 1. Research on the Issues of the Fundamental Analysis done in 2005-2010
Financial ratio

Abbreviation

Financial ratio

Abbreviation

Gross profit margin

GPM

Current assets to equity ratio

Operating margin

OM

Current ratio

CR

Net profit margin

NPM

Quick ratio

QR

Return on asset

ROA

Cash ration

CAR

Return on equity

ROE

Working capital to total assets

Total liabilities to total assets

TLTA

Inventory turnover

Total liabilities to equity ratio

TLER

Accounts receivables turnover

ART

Equity to total liabilities ratio

ETLR

Accounts payable turnover

APT

Total assets to equity ratio

TAER

Long-term asset turnover

LTAT

Total asset turnover

TAT

Equity ratio
Table 2. Calculated Financial Ratios
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ER

CAER

WCTA
IT
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3. Data and Methodology
With the reference to the application of the fundamental analysis in the Lithuanian stock market, NASDAQ OMX Vilnius index is used as a background. It
was decided to use the financial data of the companies
listed on the official Baltic equity list. Historical data
used in this research covers the period of 2007-2010.
This historical information was selected in order to
emphasise the impact of the financial crisis in 2008
and 2009. Although there are 18 companies listed on
the official Baltic equity list, only some of them were
selected for the purposes of this research. It is presumed that the companies registered since 2005 and
listed since 2007 are not qualified to be analysed in
this research since the financial data covers the period
of 2007-2010. In the present research the financial
data stated in the annual reports of the companies
was used. Moreover, the information mentioned
above covers only the financials of the companies and
does not cover the financials of consolidated groups.
All the necessary reports are provided by the official
NASDAQ OMX Vilnius website.
Due to the reason that some companies provide just the
consolidated financials, they were eliminated in order
to receive reliable comparable results. Consequently,
only the ratios of the following 5 companies can be estimated: Apranga AB (APG1L), Grigi kės AB (GRG1L),
Panevėžio statybos trestas AB (PTR1L), Pieno žvaigždės
AB (PZV1L) and Vilniaus baldai AB (VBL1L).
Furthermore, 20 ratios were calculated with the reference to the official methods of ratio calculation advised
by NASDAQ OMX1 (Table 2). They were selected on
the basis of the availability of financial data.

stochastic processes which are used to model the variations in the price of financial asset. Financial asset
prices exist now and were observed in the past but it
is not possible to determine exactly what prices there
will be in the future. Correlation is a measure of comovements between two return series (Alexander,
2001). This method is relevant to indexes because if
the correlation ratio is negative (R<0), the trend of
total stocks (indexes) tends to decrease compared to
another (main) index.
It is presumed that the strength of the relationship is
evaluated as follows:
• |0.00–0.19| – very weak form of relationship;
• |0.20–0.39| – weak form of relationship;
• |0.40–0.69| – average form of relationship;
• |0.70–0.89| – strong form of relationship;
• |0.90–1.00| – very strong form of relationship.
Covariance (2) coefficient is a quantitative characteristic estimating the linear relationship between two
random values (X and Y).
ρ=

cov( X , Y )
σ x2 ⋅ σ y2

(2)

		
If X and Y are independent, then cov( X , Y ) = 0 .
With respect to this condition, the covariance between ratios (Xn) and normal and logarithmic price
return (Ym) was evaluated. However, in both cases
cov( X , Y ) ≤ σ x2 ⋅ σ y2 . Additionally, normal stock
price return and logarithmic prices return are used in
order to find a link. They are outlined further:
Rn =

Pt − Pt −1 − D1
Pt −1

(3)

As the present research is aimed to find a link between a stock price and the financial ratios of a company, correlation and covariance coefficients were estimated in order to determine whether a relationship
between the variables exists. With the purpose to
minimise the risk, the present research applies probability theory and modern methods of statistics, one
of them being the Stock price correlation method described by Rutkauskas (2002).

 P 
Rln = ln  t 
(4)
 Pt −1 
Here Pt is the stock price and (t , t − 1) is any time in-

Correlation can be described as a parameter of some

The concept of risk has been known but investors did
not know how to measure it quantitatively. Modern
portfolio theory has shown to investors how risk can
be quantified by the standard deviation of profitability. At the same time no quantitative measures can
be related to profitability and risk. These factors were

1

Analysis of Enterprise Finance. Methodology for the Evaluation
of Ratios [online]. 2010. Vilnius: NASDAQ OMX Vilnius Stock
Exchange [cited 13 May]. Available from the Internet at <http://
www.nasdaqomxbaltic.com/files/vilnius/leidiniai/Rodikliu_skaiciavimo_metodika-final.pdf>

terval. It is presumed that the dividends for the mentioned periods are not evaluated, so D1 = 0 . Moreover,
the financial data analysed in this research does not
include transactional costs. Furthermore, this research
is supported by establishing a link between a simple
method for risk evaluation and financial ratios.
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considered separately, i.e. investors are grouped into similar risk investment classes according to the profitability of the standard deviation. Then only certain classes are evaluated in an alternative investment return of risk
(Dzikevičius, 2004). Smaller standard deviation means lower investment risk level and vice versa. (Pečiulis &
Šiaudinis, 1997).

4. Empirical Results
The present research revealed that the financial reports provided by the companies that were analyzed and
represented by NASDAQ OMX are misleading because some mistakes were found. After the elimination
of mistakes appropriate results were obtained. Pre-eminently it was determined whether the return on stock
prices per quarter and the ratios reflecting the financial performance of the company are dependent values.
The results of the research proved that in all cases cov(X,Y)≠0. Subsequently it was established that stock return
and financial ratios are dependent values. Consequently, the correlation analysis was accomplished in order to
determine the strength of dependence among the variables. The results of the consolidated correlation analysis
are listed in Table 3-Table 7.
Ticker

Min
Value

Max
Value

|0.00–0.19|

|0.20–0.39|

|0.40–0.69|

APG1L -0,5700 0,6088

GPM; CR; QR;
CAR; WCTA;
ART

OM; NPM; ROA;
ROE; IT

TLTA; TLER;
ETLR; TAER;
ER; CAER; APT;
LTAT; TAT

-

-

GRG1L -0,4396 0,7587

TLTA; TLER;
ETLR; TAER;
ER; CAER; ART

OM; NPM; ROA;
ROE; CR; QR; WCTA;
IT; APT

GPM; LTAT; TAT

CAR

-

-

-

-

-

GPM; OM; NPM; ROA;
TLTA; TLER; ELTER;
ROE
PZV1L -0,3987 0,4220
TAER; ER; CAER; IT;
LTAT; TAT
GPM, OM, NPM, ROA,
CAER, RC, QR,
PTR1L -0,4272 0,4435
ROE, TLTA, TLER,
WCTA, LTAT, TAT
IT, ART, APT
ETLR, TAER, ER, CAR
CR; QR; CAR;
WCTA; ART;
APT

VLB1L

-0,5940 0,7939 CAER, IT, ART

NPM; ROE; CAR;
APT; LTAT

|0.70–0.89| |0.90–1.00|

ROA, TLTA, TLER,
GPM, OM,
ETLR, TAER, ER,
CR, QR
WCTA, TAT

-

Table 3. Results of Correlation Analysis for Rn
Ticker

Min
Value

Max
Value

|0.20–0.39|

|0.40–0.69|

APG1L -0,5390 0,6118

GPM, NPM,
ROA,
CR, QR, CAR,
ART, OM, ROE

WCTA, IT

TLTA, TLER,
ETLR, TAER,
ER, CAER,
APT, LTAT, TAT

-

-

GRG1L -0,4956 0,5661

TLTA, TLER,
ETLR, TAER,
ER, CAER, ART

OM, ROA, CR,
QR, WCTA, IT

GPM; NPM, ROE,
ROA, CAR, LTAT

-

-

ROA, CR, QR,
CAR, WCTA,
ART, APT

GPM; OM; NPM;
ROE; TLTA; ETLR;
ER; IT; LTAT

TLAER, TAER,
CAER, TAT

-

-

CAER, IT,
ART, APT

GPM, NPM, ROA,
ROE, TLTA, TLER, ER,
CR, QR, CAR, TAT

OM, WCTA,
LTAT

PZV1L

-0,4361 0,4062

PTR1L -0,4256 0,5032
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VLB1L

-0,5689 0,8013

ROE, CAER,
IT, ART

NPM, CAR,
APT, LTAT

ROA, TLTA, TLER,
ETLR, TAER,
GPM, OM
ER, CR, QR,
WCTA, TAT

-

Table 4. Results of Correlation Analysis for Rln
Ticker

Min
Value

Max
Value

|0.00–0.19|

|0.20–0.39|

|0.40–0.69|

GPM, NPM, ETLR,
OM; ROA; ROE;
APG1L -0,2397 0,5185 CAER, CR, CAR, WCTA, TLTA; TLER; TAER;
APT
ER; QRL IT
ROA; TLTA; TLER;
ETLR; TAER; ER; CAER;
GRG1L -0,3062 0,5032
CR; QR; CAR; WCTA;
IT; LTAT; TAT
PZV1L

VLB1L

ART; LTAT;
TAT

-

-

ART

-

-

-

-

-

GPM; OM; NPM;
ROE; APT

GPM, OM, ROA; ROE; NPM, TLTA, TLER,
-0,3122 0,3746 CR, QR, WCTA, IT, ART, ETLR, TAER, ER,
APT, LTAT, TAT
CAER, CAR

PTR1L -0,6368 0,6368

-0,4875 0,6455

|0.70–0.89| |0.90–1.00

GPM, OM, NPM,
WCTA, APT

ROA, ROE, CAER,
CR, QR, IT, ART

TLTA, TLER,
ETLR, TAER,
ER, CAR,
LTAT, TAT

-

-

CAR, IT, ART

GPM, OM, NPM,
ROA, ROE, TLER,
TAER, CAER,
APT, TAT

TLTA, ETLR,
ER, CR, QR,
WCTA, LTAT

-

-

Table 5. Results of Correlation Analysis for σ
Ratio

APG1L

GRG1L

PZV1L

Rn

Rln

σ

Rn

Rln

σ

Rn

Rln

σ

GPM

-0.1863

-0.1505

0.1638

0.4367

0.5091

-0.2926

0.3277

0.3842

-0.1223

OM

-0.2029

-0.1912

0.2024

0.3052

0.3808

-0.3062

0.3277

0.2705

-0.1122

NPM

-0.2094

-0.1778

0.1352

0.3015

0.4105

-0.2408

0.3935

0.3412

-0.2065

ROA

-0.2022

-0.1718

0.2085

0.2629

0.3597

-0.1876

0.2278

0.1861

0.0832

ROE

-0.2254

-0.1995

0.2426

0.2890

0.4085

-0.2516

0.4220

0.3686

-0.1769

TLTA

-0.5700

-0.5390

0.2400

-0.0779

-0.1584

0.1382

-0.3339

-0.3949

0.3113

TLER

-0.5424

-0.5092

0.2291

-0.0029

0.0519

-0.1691

-0.3550

-0.4106

0.3086

ETLR

0.5682

0.5304

-0.1616

0.0786

0.1038

0.0455

0.3204

0.3843

-0.3122

TAER

-0.5430

-0.5098

0.2291

-0.0079

0.0492

-0.1667

-0.3550

-0.4106

0.3086

ER

0.5708

0.5397

-0.2397

0.0195

-0.0314

0.1810

0.3339

0.3949

-0.3113

CAER

-0.4947

-0.4589

0.1263

-0.0079

0.0492

-0.1667

-0.3987

-0.4361

0.3746

CR

-0.1234

-0.1196

-0.1808

0.2659

0.2483

-0.1125

0.0388

0.0621

-0.0374
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QR

-0.0611

-0.0344

-0.2127

0.3582

0.3080

-0.0043

0.0569

0.0883

-0.0435

CAR

0.0083

0.0173

0.0859

0.7587

0.5661

-0.0721

0.0895

0.1566

-0.2176

WCTA

-0.1879

-0.2280

-0.0698

0.2448

0.2140

-0.0241

0.0526

0.0371

-0.1257

IT

-0.3294

-0.2899

0.3374

-0.1835

-0.1792

0.5032

0.3655

0.3819

-0.1931

ART

-0.1072

-0.1255

0.5185

-0.3363

-0.2268

0.3100

0.0866

0.0660

-0.0480

APT

0.6088

0.6118

0.0404

-0.4066

-0.4956

-0.0939

-0.0438

-0.1215

-0.1042

LTAT

-0.4376

-0.4415

0.4735

-0.4396

-0.2842

0.1239

0.2801

0.2958

-0.0382

TAT

-0.4426

-0.4489

0.5173

-0.2029

-0.1783

0.1793

0.3887

0.4062

-0.1416

Table 6. Correlation Matrix for APG1L, GRG1L and PZV1L

As it can be seen from the data in the tables presented above, the dependence between the stock price return
and the estimated financial ratios is not as strong as it was expected. In all cases |R| < 0.9.
The results revealed that in APG1L case both Rn and Rln can be characterised by the inverted relationship with
almost all financial ratios, except for ETLR (0.5682 and 0.5304), ER (0.5708 and 0.5397), CAR (0.0083)
and APT (0.6088 and 0.6118). However, σ used in this research as a simple risk measure tool is characterised
by linear correlation with the financial ratios, except for ETLR (-0.1616), ER (-0.2397), CR (-.1808), QR
(-0.2127) and WCTA (-0.0698). While analysing the relationship between the variables in case of GRG1L,
it was concluded that the relationship between Rn and the financial ratios is positive in 54% of the financial
ratios and negative in 46% of the financial ratios. However, Rln has a negative link with fewer financial ratios.
In case of PZV1L, both Rn and Rln can be characterised by the inverted relationship with TLTA, TLER, TAER,
CAER and APT. Moreover, σ has a positive dependence with few ratios such as ROA, TLTA, TLER, TAER
and CAER.
During the analysis it was concluded that in the case of PTR1L both Rn and Rln are generally characterised by
negative dependence with all profitability ratios. In the case of VBL1L, the lower number of negative links
among the variables was observed. Furthermore, VBL1L is the only company when Rn has a strong form of
relationship with GPM, OM, CR and QR and Rln might depend on GPM and OM.
 Ratio

PTR1L

VLB1L

Rn

Rln

σ

Rn

Rln

σ

GPM

-0.2417

-0.3756

-0.0348

0.7675

0.7746

0.2569

OM

-0.3648

-0.4081

0.1625

0.7939

0.8013

0.2701

NPM

-0.2540

-0.2750

0.0498

0.3399

0.2944

0.2925

ROA

-0.3730

-0.3510

0.2404

0.4731

0.4352

0.3332

ROE

-0.3281

-0.2909

0.2991

0.2305

0.1849

0.2226

TLTA

-0.3920

-0.3593

0.6368

-0.5940

-0.5689

-0.4569

TLER

-0.3600

-0.2979

0.6010

-0.5022

-0.4683

-0.3643

ETLR

0.3821

0.3868

-0.6299

0.6467

0.6290

0.5794

TAER

-0.3600

-0.2979

0.6010

-0.5018

-0.4678

-0.3651

ER

0.3920

0.3593

-0.6368

0.5933

0.5679

0.4582

CAER

0.1112

0.1871

0.2276

-0.0406

-0.0892

0.2811
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CR

0.1355

0.2074

0.2768

0.7022

0.6864

0.6414

QR

0.1442

0.2127

0.2816

0.7030

0.6810

0.6455

CAR

0.3555

0.3298

-0.5873

0.2342

0.2522

0.1099

WCTA

0.4435

0.5032

-0.1589

0.6142

0.5860

0.4340

IT

0.1143

0.1821

0.2686

0.0726

0.0811

0.0471

ART

-0.1471

-0.0459

0.2446

0.1421

0.1842

0.0758

APT

-0.0361

0.0743

-0.0831

0.2659

0.3161

-0.2907

LTAT

-0.4272

-0.4256

0.4330

-0.3692

-0.3128

-0.4875

TAT

-0.4095

-0.3850

0.4920

0.5778

0.5731

0.2863

Table 7. Correlation Matrix for PTR1L and VBL1L

5. Conclusions
This research was conducted in order to determine whether a link between a stock price return and 20 selected
financial ratios exists.
First of all, it was concluded that the financial data presented in quarterly reports might sometimes be fallacious. Thus, while analysing this data, investors should pay more attention to the accuracy of the information
provided otherwise wrong decisions on investment issues are expected to be made. Therefore, there is a probability that the Lithuanian stock market cannot be treated as an effective one and this information contradicts
the respective existing theory.
On one hand, this issue is related to the registration date in the official list as there are only few companies suitable for the analysis. On the other hand, there is not enough reliable data related to the financial performance
of the companies. It can be presumed that the current situation is predetermined by the insufficient maturity
level of the Lithuanian stock market as potential investors do not evaluate the performance of the companies
appropriately. In the case, if the dependence between a stock price return and the financial ratios that were estimated and presented in this research is evaluated, the stock price return should be calculated by using several
methods because different methods provide slightly different results. These results can be treated differently in
the context of the evaluation of strength relationship. The empirical results of this research prove that in the
Lithuanian stock market fundamental analysis can be used but it should be modified with the reference to the
features that are typical to the analysed stock market.
Although the theoretical background of the fundamental analysis is supported by the fact that first of all an
economic analysis should be done and only afterwards a sector and company performance analysis can be
performed, the authors of this paper would advise to carry out the analysis in an inverted way, i.e. first of all, a
company analysis, after that a sector analysis and then an economic analysis. In such a case the link between a
company and the external factors can be identified in order to evaluate their impact on the financial performance of a company and its stock price return. In our opinion, the fundamental analysis should be supported by
various relative variables in order to be applied in the right way in the Lithuanian stock market.
Moreover, it was determined that the methods that are successfully applied in the other than the Lithuanian
markets may be applied in the analysed market in the same way. Due to this reason it was decided to continue
and expand the research on the issues of the fundamental analysis as new possibilities emerged after the research was completed.
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